**Angelic Veil™**

*Hybrid Tea • cv. WEKselyan • PPAF*

The exquisite, classically-formed, pink with white picotee blooms of *Angelic Veil* are a breathtaking, visual feast for the eyes. Each double, spiraled bloom, measuring 3 ½ to 4 ½” in diameter, is a delicate assembly of 25 to 35 petals that weaves a tapestry of softness and color. Combine the visual display with the citrus-infused, moderately fruity aroma and your senses will truly feel heavenly. This beauty ascends to an upright majestic height of 2 ½ to 6 ft and sprawls out moderately to 2 to 3 ft. The glossy dark green foliage offers robust resistance against Powdery Mildew and Rust, ensuring its beauty remains unfettered throughout its blooming season from late Spring to Fall.

**Flower Color:** White edged pink  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright moderately spreading  
**Bloom/Size:** Classically formed, Spiraled & double / Medium-large, around 3 ½ to 4 ½ inch diameter, mostly single, some in small clusters, 25 to 35 petals  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Moderate fruity & citrus (Rated 6/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes  

- **Rust Tolerance:**  
  - Low  
  - Medium  
  - High  

- **Powdery Mildew Tolerance:**  
  - Low  
  - Medium  
  - High  

- **Downy Mildew Tolerance:**  
  - Low  
  - Medium  
  - High  

- **Black Spot Tolerance:**  
  - Low  
  - Medium  
  - High

---

**Easy Charmer™**

*Patio • cv. WEKlapadie • PPAF*

If you’re a big fan of Weeks’ Easy-To-Love Family of Roses than you’ll be “Charmed” to meet the latest addition, the first Patio rose ever to make the cut. This little rose may be short on size (even though it’s tall for the class) but it’s big on color and fragrance. Imagine small clusters of cheery medium-sized fuchsia lavender old-fashioned double blooms with a strong citrus and fruity fragrance. The flowers are only made more impressive by the excellent disease-resistant dark glossy green foliage covering the even bushy, upright and rounded plant.

**Flower Color:** Fuchsia lavender  
**Height/Habit:** Tall for the class / Very even bushy upright & rounded  
**Bloom/Size:** Cuppy old-fashioned, full & very double / Medium-large for the class, around 1 ½ to 2 ½ inch diameter, mostly in small clusters, 55 to 85 petals  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Strong citrus & fruity (Rated 8/10)  
**Cut Flower:** No  

- **Rust Tolerance:**  
  - Low  
  - Medium  
  - High  

- **Powdery Mildew Tolerance:**  
  - Low  
  - Medium  
  - High  

- **Downy Mildew Tolerance:**  
  - Low  
  - Medium  
  - High
Adorn your garden with the bold stripes and vivid hues of this exciting new climbing rose. Borne in medium-sized clusters, the unique medium-large, petals of magenta, pink & white stripes are combined with a subtle fruity scent. This robust and fast-growing beauty creates an enchanting atmosphere while promising a low maintenance, repeat blooming display.

**Flower Color:** Magenta, pink & white striped

**Height/Habit:** Large for a climber, long canes of 10 to 12 feet / Climbing & spreading

**Bloom/Size:** Spiraled, cuppy & double / Medium-large, around 3 1/2 to 4 inch diameter, in medium-sized clusters, 20 to 35 petals

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

**Fragrance:** Moderate fruity (Rated 5/10)

**Cut Flower:** No

**Rust Tolerance:** Low

**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:** Medium

**Downy Mildew Tolerance:** Low

**Black Spot Tolerance:** High
In Love Again™
Hybrid Tea • cv. WEKamydroder • PPAF

Red is the color of love and you will certainly fall in love with the medium even red of In Love Again. The grandeur of this beauty is undeniable with its 4 to 5 inch blooms and an impressive petal count of 30 to 45. This rose stands out with its elegant, upright yet slightly spreading manner and dark very glossy green foliage. This rose shows robust disease resistance particularly against powdery mildew and rust, while showing admirable resilience against downy mildew and black spot. The ideal for zones 6 to 10, it can also be grown in Zone 5 under the right conditions.

Flower Color: Medium even red
Height/Habit: Medium-tall / Upright slightly spreading
Bloom/Size: Medium-large, around 4 to 5 inch diameter, usually single, 30 to 45 petals
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Moderate fruity
(Rated 4/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: ●●●●●●●●
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: ●●●●●●●
Downy Mildew Tolerance: ●●●●●●
Black Spot Tolerance: ●●●●●●

Time After Time™
Floribunda • cv. WEKaltaeba • PPAF

You won’t have to look too far in your garden to find the spiraled double blooms of this elegant medium coral-pink Floribunda. Medium-large flowers with a slightly fruity fragrance are good in a vase as well as your garden. The upright moderately spreading plant is covered with dark glossy green foliage with very good disease resistance.

Flower Color: Medium coral-pink
Height/Habit: Medium-tall / Upright moderately spreading
Bloom/Size: Elegant, spiraled form & very double / Medium-large, 45 to 65 petals
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Slight fruity (Rated 2/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: ●●●●●●●●
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: ●●●●●●●
Downy Mildew Tolerance: ●●●●●●
Black Spot Tolerance: ●●●●●●

2025 Rose Introductions
Rose Awards & Information Descriptions

The world of roses is ever-changing. Each year rose lovers are blessed with dozens of new introductions of all classes & colors with an increasing selection of fragrant & disease-resistant roses. The Weeks Roses breeding program is very honored to have won prestigious awards all across the globe. Throughout our catalog you will see icons indicating awards our rose have won. Below you will find information on the organizations behind the awards.

**Weeks Roses**
**New for 2025**
**Wasco, CA**

Each year Weeks Roses evaluates 175,000 seedlings from our breeding program. After 8 to 10 years of rigorous further evaluation, only 4 to 6 varieties are chosen for introduction. New varieties must be superior to other roses to be chosen as a Weeks New variety. These roses are denoted by this icon.

**American Garden Rose Selections**
**(AGRS)**
**Multiple Locations**

Rose varieties credited with the AGRS award are those that have produced outstanding results in numerous growing environments across the United States. The vigorous testing provides credible insight and is a key indicator of the most reliable rose varieties in the country.

**International Fragrant Rose Trials**
**Nagaoka, Japan**

The International Fragrant Rose Trials were started to encourage the appreciation of the beauty of fragrant roses, and to further develop the fragrant rose garden at Echigo Misaki Park. All roses are planted and brought up for two years under exactly the same conditions in the snow and cold region of Japan.

**American Rose Society**
**(ARS)**
**Shreveport, LA**

The American Rose Society offers numerous awards for every rose variety. Entries are accepted from amateur and professional growers, and criteria vary across awards.

**American Rose Trials for Sustainability**
**(ARTS)**
**Portland, Maine**

Two ARTS awards are offered annually. Regional winners are varieties that average better overall score than a local control rose planted in an ARTS trial garden. ARTS Master Roses are exceptional varieties that outperform a control rose across four different climate regions.

**Royal Horticulture Society Award of Garden Merit**
**Wisely, United Kingdom**

The RHS Award of Garden Merit helps gardeners in the United Kingdom choose not only the best roses for their gardens but the best plants. Awards are given after a trial period and a round table discussion to debate the characteristics and garden performance that the Society is unable to trial.

**All-America Rose Selections**
**(AARS)**
**Multiple Locations**

For over 70 years, the AARS was the preeminent trial and award program. Rose varieties were evaluated over a two-year period on numerous characteristics, including hardiness, flower, & fragrance.

**Biltmore International Rose Trials**
**Asheville, NC**

Biltmore International Rose Trial were hosted in the rose gardens at Biltmore. A independent jury tested and scored planted varieties with the goal of providing baseline criteria to home gardeners about which roses produce the strongest results.

**Portland’s Best Rose**
**Portland, OR**

For 115 years, the Portland Rose Society has maintained a high-quality and well-sought-after awards program. This annual award is presented to rose varieties that demonstrate superior results when grown in the Pacific Northwest region. Every distinguished variety is honored with inclusion in the Gold Award Garden.

**Disease resistance displays** detailed in this catalogue are not guarantees, but the summary results of field trials in various locations in the United States. For best results, regular nutrient feeding and care, particular to your location will help provide the most vigorous, beautiful and disease resistant roses. Spraying where appropriate for local conditions in addition to the particular variety natural resistance will help insure success.
Our Best Cut Roses

Brighten Up Your Home with Roses Cut from Your Own Garden!

When designing an arrangement with flowers cut from your own garden you can do so with either an eye for vase life or a nose for scent. If you are seeking a long-lasting bouquet Weeks Roses has many garden rose varieties. Our Best Cut Roses were selected because of their superior longevity in vases, bringing color into your home for many days.
**About Face™**
*Grandiflora • cv. WEKosupals • Pat.#17,305*

This bi-color medal-grabber is a lasting golden-orange on the inside with a distinct darker bronze-red outside. Yet it’s not just the flying colors that will cause a flap. It’s a turning point as a plant, too, with superb vigor, lush clean green leaves and loads of bloom.

**Flower Color:** Golden-orange in / Bronze-red out

**Height/Habit:** Tall / Very upright

**Bloom/Size:** Medium-large / Fully double (Around 35 petals)

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

**Fragrance:** Light fresh-cut apple (Rated 5/10)

**Cut Flower:** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>![Symbol]</td>
<td>![Symbol]</td>
<td>![Symbol]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**All Dressed Up™**
*Grandiflora • cv. WEKgraszewicz • Pat.#31,315*

Every day can be a formal occasion in your garden! With its long-lasting, fully double, and non-fading blossoms, the style and sophistication of your garden will elevate to classy and chic. Long cutting stems make impressive, long-lasting bouquets, and add elegance and style to any room. Dark green, glossy foliage looks great in a vase or in your garden.

**Color:** Medium pink

**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright

**Bloom/Size:** Medium-sized, 3 to 4" diameter / Globular, cuppy, quartered & double (35 to 50 petals)

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

**Fragrance:** Light tea to fresh cut apple (Rated 1/10)

**Cut Flower:** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>![Symbol]</td>
<td>![Symbol]</td>
<td>![Symbol]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Barbra Streisand**
*Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented*

**Flower:** Large, fully double blooms of rich lavender blushing darker with a strong rose & citrus blossom fragrance. 25 to 30 petals. Repeat bloomer. Good for cut flowers.

**Plant:** Vigorous growing plant of medium-height with an upright, bushy habit. Long stems with minimal thorns surrounded by striking, deep glossy green leaves.

| R = 10 / P = 7 |

---

**Blue Girl**
*Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented*

**Flower:** Large, double, silvery-lilac blooms with 30 to 35 petals. Repeat blooms throughout the season & produces a lightly fruity fragrance. Best form & size in cool weather.

**Plant:** Medium height with a bushy habit.

| P = 6 / B = 1 |

---

**R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot**
All My Loving™
Hybrid Tea • cv. FRynapture • Pat.#29,273

Classically formed flowers on long stems are perfect for bouquets. Produces an abundance of large, dazzling pink flowers throughout the growing season. Easy to cut since the long-stemmed flowers are held high on top of the plant. All My Loving is a true Hybrid Tea with one large flower per stem. Whether you live in a colder rainy area of the country, or the sunshine state of California, the petal color will stay true until the petals drop. Attractive, large clean leaves and overall excellent vigor, insure a profuse number of blooms.

Color: Light red to dark pink
Height/Habit: Tall / Upright to slightly spreading
Bloom/Size: Large, 4 to 5" / Single, high centered & fully double (30 to 40 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Moderate tea with sweet spices (Rated 5/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High

Anna’s Promise®
Grandiflora • cv. WEKloofaf • Pat.#27,865

With a parent like the AARS winner About Face, you can only expect the offspring to be GREAT. This rose has beautiful, novel, golden tan flowers with a copper reverse and the sweet & spicy, fruity fragrance will freshen up your garden. It’s like having a basket full of juicy grapefruit and freshly sliced apples under your nose! She’s also stunning as a centerpiece bouquet. Well clothed with clean deep glossy green foliage, this beauty blooms prolifically throughout the growing season.

Flower Color: Bicolor golden tan & pink blush with a copper reverse
Height/Habit: 5 ft. / Very rounded & bushy
Bloom/Size: Medium / Double, single or in small clusters (Around 35 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Moderately spicy (Rated 5/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High
Black Spot Tolerance: Low Medium High

Brandy
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

Flower: Elegant pointed buds turn into very lovely large, double, classically-formed flowers possessing a rich apricot color, 25 to 30 petals. Mild tea fragrance (Rated 3/10). Repeat bloomer.

Plant: Medium-tall height with an upright habit with cutting stems with dark green leaves. Requires protection in harsh climates. Established plants give the most bloom. Best when cool. P = 7

Chicago Peace
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

Flower: Large, opulent, gaudy blend of phlox pink & canary yellow flowers, 40 to 45 petals with a slightly fruity fragrance (Rated 1/10). Best color east of the Rockies. Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers in a vase.

Plant: Big quilted glossy apple-green leaves on a handsome medium-sized bushy, upright plant.

P = 7 / B = 0
**Chantilly Cream**

Hybrid Tea • cv. WEKemedely • @

The soft yellow double elegant blooms of *Chantilly Cream* are typical of a classic hybrid tea, expelling a strong, very sweet fragrance. An overall full plant, it produces a nice, vigorous bush. Features long-lasting colors and very strong resistance to such diseases as Rust, Downy Mildew and Powdery Mildew.

- **Color:** Soft yellow
- **Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright & moderately spreading
- **Bloom/Size:** Spiraled, elegant & very double / Large, around 4 to 5 inch diameter, mostly single (50 to 165 petals)
- **Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
- **Fragrance:** Strong fruity & citrus (Rated 10/10)
- **Cut Flower:** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downy Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ch-Ching!**

Grandiflora • cv. WEKyesir • Pat.# 21,989

With this color sport (mutation) of *Strike It Rich*, you can hit the jackpot again. It cashes in with all the same great plant qualities — same super vigorous bushy clean plant that flowers like a weed. But it's just a different color — a clear long-lasting even glowing yellow. Very deep red new shoots & dark green leaves set off the many showy clusters of blossoms.

- **Flower Color:** Lasting lemon yellow
- **Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright & bushy
- **Bloom/Size:** Large / Double, informal (About 30 petals)
- **Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
- **Fragrance:** Moderate sweet spice & fruit (Rated 5/10)
- **Cut Flower:** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downy Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
<td>⬤ FlatButton[WIDTH(15)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Chris Evert**

Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

*Flower:* Large, double, showy, well-formed blossoms of melon orange blushing red-scarlet, 25 to 30 petals. Repeat bloomer. (Fragrance rating 0/10). Good for cut flowers. Better size in cool weather. Consistent color.

*Plant:* Medium-sized, upright well-behaved clean plant with deep red new foliage and large green leaves.

- **R:** 10
- **P:** 10
- **D:** 4
- **B:** 3

**Chrysler Imperial**

Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

*Flower:* Large, shapely, full, very double flowers with 45 to 50 velvety dark red petals proudly held atop straight stems. Strong damask rose fragrance (Rated 10/10). Repeat blooms throughout season. Good for cut flowers.

*Plant:* Medium-sized, upright plant clothed with beautiful dark matte-green leaves. Vigorous grower & at its happiest in hot temperatures.

- **R:** Rust
- **P:** Powdery Mildew
- **D:** Downy Mildew
- **B:** Black Spot

- **R:** 5
- **P:** 4

---

10  Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora Roses
Dick Clark  
*Grandiflora • cv. WEKFunk • Pat.#22,455*

Black-red buds spiral open to show off swirls of cream edged & washed with vibrant cherry pink. But that’s not the end of the exhibit on these classically-formed flowers. When the sun strikes the petals, they begin to blush burgundy, finishing as a deep dark red. Put all this color against super-shiny-green foliage with nice long cutting stems and you’ve got a killer combo. Easy to grow & great vigor. Largest flower size in cooler temps.

**Flower Color:** Cream & cherry blushed burgundy
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Broadly rounded & bushy
**Bloom/Size:** Medium-large, double (25 to 30 petals)
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
**Fragrance:** Light cinnamon spice (Rated 1/10)
**Cut Flower:** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>●●●●●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downy Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>●●●●●</td>
<td>●●●●●●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td>●●●●●</td>
<td>●●●●●●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dream Come True™  
*Grandiflora • cv. WEKdopcot • Pat.#20,633*

The love of the rose struck Dr. John Pottschmidt like a ton of bricks, becoming a driving force in his life. One of his many rosy goals was to breed an AARS winner that everyone can enjoy. Dream Come True does just that. Its big clean vigorous bushy plant pumps out loads of long-stemmed scrumptious shaped yellow blooms edged in ruby red. Each eye-catching flower blushes to all-ruby on the finish, giving a multi-colored display that’s truly dreamy in every way. Larger flower size in cooler temps.

**Flower Color:** Golden yellow edged & blushed with ruby
**Height/Habit:** Tall / Upright & bushy
**Bloom/Size:** Large, full (Around 40 petals)
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
**Fragrance:** Mild tea (Rated 5/10)
**Cut Flower:** Yes

| Powdery Mildew Tolerance: | ●●●●●● |     |

Double Delight  
*Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented*

Popular variety for over 30 years. Prolific & repeat bloomer of large, full crepe petal flowers that blush red with the sun. 30 to 35 petals. Repeat bloomer. Strong spicy rose (Rated 10/10). Good cut flower.

**Plant:** Medium-height with a slightly spreading habit. Deep green leaves. Best color/flower size in warm days & cool nights.

Elizabeth Taylor  
*Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented*

Spectacular classic medium-large, double Hybrid Tea flowers of deep flashy hot pink with smoky edges. 30 to 35 petals. Prolific producer of repeat blooming long-stemmed beauties perfect for bouquets.

**Plant:** Medium-sized plant with a slightly spreading habit and very tall canes. Prefers warm climates but best size in moderate temperatures.
**Falling in Love™**

Hybrid Tea • cv. WFKmoomar • Pat.#19,872

Whether you’re experiencing it ‘again’ or for the ‘first time’, **Falling in Love** (the rose) makes your heart pitter-patter with its big classically-formed fragrant flowers of warm pink & porcelain white. Each long-lived lovely blossom is regally carried atop sturdy stems, just waiting to be cut & enjoyed...or maybe just admired in the garden on the bushy attractive plant. Destined to garner its share of awards, we’re certain you’ll swoon over **Falling in Love**. Loads of bloom. Larger size in cooler conditions. Very tall canes in the fall produce spectacular classic Hybrid Tea flowers, perfect for bouquets. Vigorous plants tolerate diseases better than other Hybrid Tea roses.

**Color:** Warm pink with a cream reverse  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright, full & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Large, full & shapely (25-ish petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Moderate rose & fruit (Rated 5/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

Powdery Mildew Tolerance: 

Low Medium High

---

**Firefighter®**

Hybrid Tea • cv. ORAdal • ®

This big super-fragrant long-stemmed rich red Hybrid Tea is the epitome of the classic rose in many people’s minds. That’s why there could be no better choice for the first sponsorship rose of the ‘Remember Me’ garden fund. Each plant sold will contribute toward the fund’s effort to honor the victims of 9-11. You’ll love the vigorous bushy plant that provides armloads of bloom blossoms. Lots of clean green leaves keep it looking good in the garden, too. Cooler temps give the best red color.

**Flower Color:** Dusty velvet red  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Large, formal (40 to 45 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Intense old rose (Rated 5/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

Powdery Mildew Tolerance: 

Low Medium High

Black Spot Tolerance: 

---

**First Prize**

Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Huge pointed buds spiral open to very large, double, high-centered classical formed swirled hues of rose-pink blooms with 25 to 30 petals. Repeat blooms throughout season. (Fragrance rating 0/10). Good cut flower.

**Plant:** Medium-tall habit with a slightly spreading habit. The large flowers are carried on stout long stems with tough leaves. Established plants give best bloom in the spring.

\[ P = 7 \]

---

**Fragrant Cloud**

Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Well-formed, large, fully double flowers of deep coral-orange with 25 to 30 petals. Sweet spice & rose fragrance (Rated 10/10). Repeat bloomer & good cut flower. Deepest color in cool conditions.

**Plant:** Vigorously growing plant of medium-height with a bushy habit & dark glossy green foliage.

\[ P = 7 \]
Fun in the Sun®
Grandiflora • cv. WEKpupmobalip • Pat.#33,325

This new Grandiflora maintains its color to the end and provides a delightfully intense, fruity scent, inviting butterflies and other pollinators to the garden. It's a true English-style rose that contains 60 to 85 petals in each of its 3 to 4" flower heads, appearing in clusters of 5 or 6 blooms per stem. True to its name, Fun in the Sun thrives in full sun with thorough watering early in the day. It's perfect for bringing a sophisticated ambiance to border gardens. We love it as an eye-catching focal point in bouquets and vases, too.

**Flower Color:** Gold suffused with pink  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright  
**Bloom/Size:** Old-fashioned, cuppy & very double / Medium-large, 3 to 4 inch diameter, in small clusters (60 to 85 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Strong fruity & spices (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>★★★★★★★★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td>★★★★★★★★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Good as Gold™
Grandiflora • cv. WEGobafa • Pat.#26,052

Some might say “orange”, some “gold”, some “amber” or maybe it is even double-dipped “yellow”. However your eyeballs perceive it, we can guarantee it is bold & beautiful, especially with the kiss of red on the finish. This handsome bushy budly machine will fill your garden with loads of long-stemmed lovelies clothed with a clean gown of rich green. Certainly not for the faint of heart...nor for the lovers of pastels, she'll make a big bold statement in the landscape. An attention grabber...deluxe!

**Flower Color:** Deep golden orange-yellow finished with a kiss of red  
**Height/Habit:** Tall / Upright & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Double, formal / Medium to large, up to 5 inch diameter (Around 30 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Grapefruit & citrus (Rated 1/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>★★★★★★★★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td>★★★★★★★★</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fragrant Plum
Grandiflora • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Medium-large, double lavender blushing purple blossoms of 20 to 25 petals. Color brightens with some heat. Best form when cool. Moderate fruity fragrance (Rated 5/10). Repeat bloomer & a good cut rose.

**Plant:** Vigorous tall plant with an upright habit covered in lush deep green foliage. Produces armloads of very long elegant buds atop premium-length cutting stems.

Full Sail
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Large, fully double bright white flowers with 30 to 35 petals. Strong, heady honeysuckle perfume (Rated 10/10). Opens best when temps are consistent. Best flower size when cool. Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers.

**Plant:** Medium-sized plant with an upright habit covered in great glossy foliage.

R = 10 / P = 7
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Grande Dame™
Hybrid Tea • cv. WEKmerewby • Pat.#23,476

Here's a clean mean flowering machine whose big bountiful beauties reek with old rose romance, style & fragrance. Each lovely blossom invites you to bury your nose...to swoon from the perfume of the 'old time' roses of your dreams. A big vigorous 'shrubby' bush whose nodding clusters, abundant deep-green leaves & low-thorned cutting stems provide a perfect touch to a landscape or bouquet.

**Flower Color:** Super saturate rose-pink
**Height/Habit:** Tall / Upright & bushy
**Bloom/Size:** Full, old-fashioned, in nodding clusters
(Over 30 broad petals)
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
**Fragrance:** Intense old rose (Rated 10/10)
**Cut Flower:** Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High
Black Spot Tolerance: Low Medium

Happy Go Lucky™
Grandiflora • cv. WEKsirjuli • Pat.#26,170

BIG fragrant & full old-fashioned blossoms of pure yellow have all the charm of an English rose but born on this side of the pond. Yet it easily bests the disease resistance of any English variety hands down retaining its gown of rich green foliage. The vigorous bushy plant flowers like a fool well into the season without turning into a sprawling stingy space-eater in the landscape. With a bloodline like this, you know it's gotta be good.

**Flower Color:** Even pure yellow
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright to somewhat rounded, very bushy
**Bloom/Size:** Very double, old-fashioned / Large, up to 6 inch diameter (Around 40 petals)
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
**Fragrance:** Moderate fruity & tea (Rated 5/10)
**Cut Flower:** Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High
Black Spot Tolerance: Low Medium

Gold Medal
Grandiflora • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Medium-large, shapely double blossoms of dark gold brushed with orange & deep golden yellow with a golden yellow suffused orange color. 30 to 35 petals. Deeper color in moderate climates. Repeat bloomer.

**Plant:** This vigorous producer is a very tall plant with an upright habit. The long stems are low-thorned and clothed with large very resistant deep green foliage.

P = 7

Heirloom
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Medium-large, double, well-formed blossoms of lilac & lavender flowers borne singly & in clusters. Around 30 petals. Strong scent of apple, wine & ripe raspberries (Rated 10/10). Best flower size & most intense color in cool conditions. Repeat bloomer that is wonderful for cutting with sturdy stems.

**Plant:** Medium-sized plant with an upright habit with glossy dark green leaves.

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot
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Heavenly Scented™
Hybrid Tea • cv. W.E.Kvodemer • Pat.#35,143

Heavenly Scented Hybrid Tea Rose has everything you desire from a long stemmed rose, delivered in a beautiful conch pink. Hybrid teas are known to produce one large flower per stem, making them the quintessential cutting rose. The strong, sweet fragrance beloved by rose gardeners travels with each cut flower. In the garden, Heavenly Scented grows in an upright habit and has a strong resistance to downy mildew and rust. Good color retention means that these roses won't lose their bright prawn-pink hue in the sun.

**Flower Color:** Salmon
**Height/Habit:** Tall / Upright
**Bloom/Size:** Old-fashioned, cuppy & very double / Large, around 4 to 5 inch diameter, single (60 to 130 petals)
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
**Fragrance:** Strong fruity & spices (Rated 10/10)
**Cut Flower:** Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium
Downy Mildew Tolerance: Medium

---

Honey Dijon™
Grandiflora • cv. W.E.Ksproulbes • Pat.#17822

Unique color can be described as “old gold”. Different from any other rose but combines with many other rose colors to make stunning bouquets. Develops deeper shades in cooler climates. Has a pleasant fruity fragrance. Vigorous plant is floriferous with large green foliage to frame flowers.

**Flower Color:** Brownish gold shading to golden beige
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright, bushy
**Bloom/Size:** Formal, fully double / Medium-large, up to 4 ½” diameter with 25 to 30 petals
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
**Fragrance:** Moderate sweet (Rated 5/10)
**Cut Flower:** Yes

Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low

---

Henry Fonda
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

Flower:
Immensely popular, blossoms of distinctly deep yellow 4 ½” with 20 to 25 petals. Repeat bloomer with a light sweet fragrance. (Rated 1/10).

Plant:
This rose shows remarkable vigor and his deep green and clean foliage is highly tolerant of Rust and Powdery Mildew.

R = 10 / P = 8

---

Honor
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

Flower:
Huge, double, well-formed, clear, crisp, bright white blooms with 25 to 30 petals. Repeat bloomer with a slight tea fragrance (Rated 1/10). Lots of long stems suitable for cutting.

Plant:

R = 8 / P = 8
**In the Mood™**  
*Hybrid Tea • cv. WERfranco • Pat.#19,373*

Nothin' says lovin' like a red rose. But here's a really-red rose that turns up the heat with big round petals virtually dripping with super-saturated redness. Each big buxom blossom holds that very same brilliance until they fall exhausted from the bushy prolific plant. The long lovely stems are swathed in gobs of gray-green leaves. If red is your thing, then this is the "it" rose for you. Clear color in any weather. Improves with establishment.

**Flower Color:** Vivid true red  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright, bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Large, double, classic Hybrid Tea (25 to 30 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Mild tea (Rated 1/10)  
**Cut Flower:** No  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⊕</td>
<td>⊕</td>
<td>⊕</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lasting Love®**  
*Hybrid Tea • cv ADHarman • ©*

*Lasting Love* is not the bright red of *Olympiad*, but the powerful perfume will give *Mister Lincoln* a run for his money. Big showy blooms of blended dusky red and dark pink glimmer against foliage so gloriously glossy it almost looks artificial. Burgundy red new growth makes a most handsome plant for all to enjoy. More red in milder temperatures.

**Flower Color:** Dusky red  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright  
**Bloom/Size:** Large, double (Around 25 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Rich pure rose (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⊕</td>
<td>⊕</td>
<td>⊕</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⊕</td>
<td>⊕</td>
<td>⊕</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Downy Mildew Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>⊕</td>
<td>⊕</td>
<td>⊕</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hotel California**  
*Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented*

**Flower:** Large, fully double, clean, even medium yellow blooms with 30 to 35 petals. Repeat blooms throughout season & good for cut flowers.  
(Fragrance rating 0/10). Best color & flower size in cooler temps.

**Plant:** Medium-tall upright plant with long cutting stems & glossy foliage.

\[ P = 9 \]

**Ink Spots**  
*Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented*

**Flower:** Medium-large, full blossoms of mysterious near-black velvety red. 30 to 35 petals. Repeat bloomer.  
(Fragrance rating 0/10). Good for cut flowers.

**Plant:** Medium-tall height with an upright to slightly spreading habit. Super large dark green foliage covers the bushy plant. Stands up to all types of weather. Size can shrink in heat.

\[ R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot \]
Monstrous buds & humongous blossoms of rich ruby red hold their
durable brilliance from beginning to end. Immense petals (just one
can cover a child’s palm) lend a classical Hybrid Tea bud shape,
slowly spiraling open to a ruffled whopper of a show-stopper. Large
lettuce-like leaves of an unusual red-green color gracefully enrobe
the long cutting stems—in perfect proportion to the flower. Most
massive in the spring.

**Flower Color:** Ruby red  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright  
**Bloom/Size:** Massive, full & ruffled (Near 30 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Slight fruity (Rated 1/10)  
**Cut Flower:** No

---

**Let Freedom Ring™**

Many think the pinnacle of rosedom is a long stemmed red
Hybrid Tea with scrumptious big buds. But ponder the thought
a little farther to include impeccable flower form & great vase life.
Now you’re getting the idea of **Let Freedom Ring**. This striking
trophy-stealer was lovingly created by WWII veteran & amateur
hybridizer, Ernest Earman of Virginia. More red in cool conditions.
Fantastic year-round form.

**Flower Color:** Strawberry red  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright  
**Bloom/Size:** Large, double & high centered (Around 25 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Moderate tea (Rated 5/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

---

**John F. Kennedy**

Greenish white buds open slowly to
reveal very large, full, rich white flowers
with 40 to 45 petals. Repeat bloomer
with a slight licorice fragrance (Rated
1/10). The extra full petalage stands up
to hot weather. Needs warm

**Flower:**  
**Plant:** Medium-sized plant with a bushy habit.

---

**Just Joey**

Large, shapely, ruffled, deliciously
rich apricot flowers with 25 to 30
petals. Fruity fragrance (Rated 5/10).
Deepest color in moderate consistent
temperatures. Repeat bloomer. Good
for cut flowers.

**Plant:** Huge glossy green leaves on a
medium-sized rounded bushy
vigorous plant.

---

**Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora Roses**
Love at First Sight™
Hybrid Tea • cv. WKEmedasy • Pot.832,493

This variety is not your grandma's old Hybrid Tea. It has improved qualities such as vigorous upright yet compact well-balanced habit with abundant large glossy disease resistant foliage, great for mixing with other plants in the landscape or to grow in a pot. It's hard not to fall in love with the abundance of well-formed red & white bicolor flowers. The love for these flowers goes on & on as the medium red coloration lasts until the petals drop. The medium-long length stems with rounded, globular & very full of petals flowers of Love at First Sight™ are perfect for a trendy bouquet that can be used to spread the love to friends & family.

Flower Color: Red & white bicolor
Height/Habit: Medium / Upright & bushy
Bloom/Size: Spiraled, globular & double / Medium, around 3 to 4 inch diameter (45 to 65 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Mild fruity (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium
Downy Mildew Tolerance: High

Make Me Blush™
Hybrid Tea • cv. WKEmotton • PPAF

You'll blush with pride when this easy-to-grow tea rose opens in mid-summer. Make Me Blush™ features large, true tea flowers that open 4 to 5 inches across, exuding a moderately fruity fragrance from clean, light-yellow blossoms blushed in cameo pink. From the lovely pointed buds in the early season to the large, recurring blooms all summer, you'll find Make Me Blush™ has shapely flowers at every stage. Stately plants grow to a mature height of up to five feet and are very vigorous. Hardy down to Zone 5 and extremely resistant to mildew, rust, and rot.

Flower Color: Soft yellow with coral-pink blush.
Height/Habit: Tall in height with an upright moderately spreading habit. Long stems with medium glossy green foliage.
Bloom/Size: Single, classically pointed, elegant & double, medium-large sized flowers, around 3 1/2 to 5 inch diameter. 25 to 40 petals.
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season.
Fragrance: Moderate fruity (Rated 5/10).
Cut Flower: Yes.

Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium
Downy Mildew Tolerance: High
Black Spot Tolerance: Medium

Love
Grandiflora • Non-Patented

Flower:
Shapely, medium, double blossoms of fiery hot red on one side & cool clear white on the reverse with 30 to 35 petals. Consistent color. Size can shrink in heat. Slight rose fragrance (Rated 1/10). Good for cut flowers.

Plant:
Medium-sized, upright, super-productive plant clothed with very dark green foliage and reddened new growth.

R = 8 / P = 7

Mellow Yellow
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

Flower:
Lots of big double, clear pure yellow blossoms come on long cutting stems with 30 to 35 petals. Larger flower size in cooler weather. Repeat bloomer with a mild fruity scent (Rated 1/10). Good for cut flowers.

Plant:
Medium-tall plant with an upright habit. Easy-to-grow naturally vigorous plant covered with deep green clean leaves.

R = 10 / P = 10

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot
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Marilyn Monroe™
*Hybrid Tea* • *cv. WESunspot* • *Pat.#14398*

It's not just gentlemen that prefer blondes, everyone loves this shapely Hybrid Tea named to honor an American legend. The extraordinarily feminine creamy apricot color holds through from the long pointed buds to the big blooms open blooms. A gown of deep green leaves graces the cutting length stems. Diamonds may be a girl’s best friend, but the super vase life and perfect flower form on this gem-of-a-rose will demand the devotion of every exhibitor. The best apricot for hot weather.

**Flower Color:** Apricot-cream washed green  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright to slightly spreading  
**Bloom/Size:** Large, full & shapely (30 to 35 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Mild (Rated 1/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

**Rust Tolerance:**

*Low* | *Medium* | *High*
--- | --- | ---
[ ] | [ ] | [ ]

Memorial Day®
*Hybrid Tea* • *cv. WEDunez* • *Pat.#16572*

To honor, celebrate & remember., Memorial Day strikes a chord in our hearts. Yet a symphony of feelings comes to mind with this unusual orchid-pink Hybrid Tea. Enormous old-fashioned full flowers saturated with super-strong classic old rose fragrance hit a note of fond memories for all. Long low-thorned stems are lushly adorned with clean green leaves. Just one flower perfumes an entire room. Thrives on heat.

**Flower Color:** Orchid-pink  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright, bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Very large, very double (60+ petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Strong damask rose (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

**Rust Tolerance:**

*Low* | *Medium* | *High*
--- | --- | ---
[ ] | [ ] | [ ]

**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:**

*Low* | *Medium* | *High*
--- | --- | ---
[ ] | [ ] | [ ]

**Black Spot Tolerance:**

*Low* | *Medium* | *High*
--- | --- | ---
[ ] | [ ] | [ ]

Midas Touch
*Hybrid Tea* • *Non-Patented*

**Flower:** Large, double, bright neon yellow 4-inch flowers with 20 to 25 petals. Lovely fruit fragrance (Rated 1/10). Great for warm climates. Repeat bloomer.

**Plant:** Medium-sized plant with an upright habit grows to 5 feet. Long cutting stems with dark green, semi-glossy foliage. Excellent garden performance

**R = 10 / P = 8**

Miss All-American Beauty
*Hybrid Tea* • *Non-Patented*

**Flower:** Large, very full long-lasting, deep hot pink blossoms with 50 to 55 petals filled with strong sweet rose perfume (Rated 1/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers. Consistent color.

**Plant:** Attractive medium-sized bushy plant with huge leathery leaves. Performs consistently in all climates but performs best in warm weather.

**P = 7**
Miss Congeniality

Grandiflora • cv. WEkurnebep • Pat.#28,720

There was not much competition when it was time to crown this classy ‘lady rose’ with the title of Miss Congeniality. Everybody agreed that she’s a standout and in the beauty pageant of the rose world, she wins hands down as the most charismatic and inspirational contestant. The camera loves her picture perfect buds and flowers of everlasting pure white with vibrant pink edges. This flower’s pleasant personality will be the center of attention in any garden or will create a warm and friendly atmosphere by displaying her talent in a vase. Her poise and grace shows in her large healthy glossy dark green foliage - this vigorous bush comes from a long history of beauty in her ancestors.

Flower Color: White with pink picotee
Height/Habit: Medium-tall / Upright & bushy
Bloom/Size: High centered & double / Medium-large, around 3 1/2 to 4” diameter, in small clusters 25 to 35 petals
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Moderate sweet pear, hint of spice
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: 

Miss Manners

Grandiflora • cv. WEKamylicas • PPAP

It was once opined that the sign of good manners is the ability to put up with bad ones. Miss Manners Grandiflora can take your noisiest winters and most impolite garden pests with grace and poise. This Grandiflora starts the season with shapely buds that open to flowers of up to 60 petals each. An attractive and compact rose, Miss Manners produces deep pink roses with an old-fashioned, English-style appearance and a moderate, fruity fragrance. Hardiness to at least Zone 6, along with excellent disease resistance to powdery mildew, downy mildew, and rust make this rose both strong and beautiful. You’ll enjoy excellent color retention, too.

Flower Color: Medium pink.
Height/Habit: Medium-sized plant with an upright moderately spreading habit.
Bloom/Size: Mostly single, old-fashioned, ruffled & fully double flowers. Medium-large in size, around 3 1/2 to 4 1/2 inch diameter, 40 to 60 petals. Medium-long stems with dark, glossy green foliage.
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season.
Fragrance: Moderate fruity & spicy (Rated 5/10).
Cut Flower: Yes.

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: 
Downy Mildew Tolerance: 
Black Spot Tolerance: 

Mister Lincoln

Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

Flower: Deep, rich red, well-formed fully double blooms have a velvety quality that you must feel to believe. 30 to 35 petals saturated with a powerful, strong damask rose fragrance (Rated 10/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers.

Plant: Vigorous, tall and upright plant with long stems & dark green leaves. Likes consistent warm days & cool nights.

R = 8 / P = 5

New Zealand

Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

Flower: Large, fully double, soft creamy warm pink flowers with 30 to 35 petals. Exudes a strong honeysuckle fragrance (Rated 10/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers.


R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot

R = 10 / P = 8
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Moonstone
Hybrid Tea • cv. WEXcryland • ®

Sometimes it takes a jeweler's loop to fully examine the worth of a gemstone. But this jewel of a Hybrid Tea flower is so big, you won't need any help to see the impeccable beauty of its classic show form and pretty colors. Her many blooms almost look sculpted from fine porcelain. Yet they're held atop all-too-real cutting stems clothed with large dark green leaves. Prefers some heat to bring out the best form.

**Flower Color:** White finely edged with pink
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright
**Bloom/Size:** Very large, fully double blooms (30 to 35 petals)
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
**Fragrance:** Mild tea & rose (Rated 1/10)
**Cut Flower:** Yes

**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:** Low • Medium • High

---

Neil Diamond
Hybrid Tea • cv. WEXdereroo • Pat.#27,272

Get the shovel out and prepare the best spot in your garden so you can admire the Neil Diamond rose. It is a true "diamond" bloomer producing numerous sizeable flowers and attractive buds on long cutting stems. For a touch of elegance in your garden, add this gem of a rose with its novel pink and white striped flower coloration. The hit song ‘Sweet Caroline’ reaches a new level of appreciation after this rose has ignited your senses with its intense floral aroma of sweet & classic rose fragrance. The plant stands strong with its vigorous upright habit allowing you to have the flowers at nose level, ready for a sniff!

**Flower Color:** Pink with white stripes
**Height/Habit:** Tall / Upright
**Bloom/Size:** Double & classically formed / Medium large, about 4 to 5 inch diameter (60 to 50 petals)
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
**Fragrance:** Intense sweet & classic rose (Rated 10/10)
**Cut Flower:** Yes

**Rust Tolerance:** Low • Medium • High
**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:** Low • Medium • High

---

Oklahoma
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Large, fully double graceful black velvet red flowers with 40 to 45 petals. Delicious, strong rose fragrance (Rated 10/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers.

**Plant:** Medium-sized bushy plant beset with large leaves. Darkest color & best performance with some heat.

**P = 7**

---

Olympiad
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Medium-large, double blooms with a bright true-red color from start to finish. Long-lasting well-formed flowers have 30 to 35 petals. Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers. Light fruity fragrance (Rated 1/10). Proven consistent color. Best size when cool.

**Plant:** Distinctive gray-green foliage. Long stout stems produced by the very vigorous medium-sized upright plant.

**P = 8**

---
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Neptune™
*Hybrid Tea* • cv. WEKilpurnil • Pat.#15,614

Can an aquatic divinity enjoy fragrance? If so, Neptune would surely be spirited away after one sniff of his very own rose. You'll idolize the big blossoms of lush lavender tinged with just a touch of purple. Certain to garner awards, the abundant blooms arrive on a praise-worthy plant with large glossy green leaves, good vigor and strong vitality. It's no myth, just take a whiff! Best bloom size in cooler temps.

**Flower Color:** Rich lavender kissed purple  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright, bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Very large, fully double (Over 30 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Powerful sweet rose (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over the Moon™
*Hybrid Tea* • cv. ORAclelon • Pat.#21,577

Reminiscent of a monstrous silk rose on a lady's hat, big voluptuous deep-apricot buds spiral open to slightly-softened caramel-sugar tones that glow like a beacon against the lush green leaves. The round, bushy & vigorous plant allows it to be placed in the landscape where it can easily show off its luxurious lusciousness. Does best with establishment.

**Flower Color:** Voluptuous warm apricot  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Large, classical form  
(Over 30 broad petals)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Re-Bloomer:</th>
<th>Repeat blooms throughout season</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
**Fragrance:** Light fruity (Rated 1/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Opening Night
*Hybrid Tea* • Non-Patented

Flower: Large, double, elegant, classic Hybrid Tea bloom form. Sumptuous, true, bright deep red, velvety blooms have a showy red color that doesn’t fade or turn blue. 25 to 30 petals with a light fragrance (Rated 1/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers.

| Plant: | Medium-tall height with an upright to slightly spreading habit. Long cutting stems, gorgeous both in the garden & in a vase. |

| R = 10 / P = 8 |

Oregold
*Hybrid Tea* • Non-Patented

Flower: Large, double blooms of a lasting deep yellow-gold color have 30 to 35 petals. The finely-formed flowers appreciate cool conditions which improve color & size. Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers. (Fragrance rating 9/10).

| Plant: | Medium-sized, upright plant covered in glossy polished dark green leaves. |

| P = 8 |

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot
Painted Porcelain™
Hybrid Tea • cv. WEKnostadubre • Pat.#333,326

Add a dash of sophistication and a blush of color to your cottage garden, rose bed or flower border with this elegant variety. Lovely buds unfurl to release classically shaped, 3 ½ to 4” blooms with 25 to 30 petals and enough sweet fragrance to attract butterflies and other pollinators. Each flower has a butter-yellow center, a white base and light pink outer petals, giving it the look of delicate, and painted porcelain. This is an upright, moderately spreading rose with attractive, dark green foliage.

**Flower Color:** White splashed pink with cream reverse  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright moderately spreading  
**Bloom/Size:** Spiraled, elegant & double / Medium, 3 ½ to 4”, mostly single with 25 to 30 petals. Attracts butterflies and other pollinators.  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Mild fruity & Tea (Rated 1/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

---

Parade Day™
Grandiflora • cv. WEKmeroro • Pat.#20,990

Remember the excitement of lining up in the street as a child to see a parade? Well, we took care of bringing this joy into your garden with the rose Parade Day. The swirl of bright white and fuchsia pink novel coloration brings to mind the movements of the floats. And don't worry - the show will not be over soon as the flower color holds until the petals drop, just as fond childhood memories include both sights and smells, Parade Day blooms profusely with elegant buds and flowers accompanied by a very pleasant strong citrus-like fragrance with hints of spice. The petals of each bud are perfectly organized like a well-synchronized marching band. The rhythm created is enhanced with attractive large foliage on a well-covered vigorous plant. Now, let's bring family and friends into the garden to enjoy the performance!

**Flower Color:** Fuchsia pink-striped with bright white  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Spiraled, formal & double / Medium-large, 3 to 4 ½” diameter (25 to 40 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Strong citrus-like with hints of spice (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

---

Peace
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

Huge opulent, very full blossoms in a delicious blend of lemony yellow edged pure pink colors. 40 to 45 petals with a moderate fruity (Rated 5/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers.

**Plant:** Medium-height & bushy. Very large glossy green foliage. Best color & performance east of the Rockies.

R = 1 / P = 8

Perfect Moment
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

Medium-large, double, tinted yellow flowers broadly edged with bright red. Moderate temperatures give the brightest color, 25 to 30 petals of a slightly fruity fragrance (Rated 1/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers.

**Plant:** Medium-sized with an upright, compact bushy plant. Large dark green leaves.

P = 7
**Perfume Factory™**

*Hybrid Tea • cv. WEKnewhybusti • Pat.#33,3542*

If you love tea roses, you’ll just adore Perfume Factory! This aromatic superstar emerges in early summer with large, magenta-plum blooms that are simply sublime. Flowers with great substance reach 4” across and boast layers of soft petals and a strong spicy-fruity scent. The bushy, upright plants are perfect for creating a perfumed walkway or adding bold color to sunny borders. Excellent resistance to powdery mildew and rust.

- **Flower Color:** Magenta fading lavender-pink
- **Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright moderately spreading
- **Bloom/Size:** Spiraled, classic & double / Medium-large, 3 1/2 to 4” diameter, mostly single (40 to 50 petals)
- **Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
- **Fragrance:** Strong fruity with spices (Rated 10/10)
- **Cut Flower:** Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High

---

**Picture Perfect™**

*Hybrid Tea • cv. WEKnamoprela • Pat.#35,384*

A classic Hybrid Tea with eye-catching hot pink petals, made more striking by solid cream color on the reverse of each petal. The cream reverse color really makes the hot pink “jump” out. Elegant flowers with shapely pointed, spiraling buds. A true Hybrid Tea with one long stem per flower, makes Picture Perfect “perfect” for stunning bouquets. Re-blooms throughout the season, so you can bring the beauty inside for bouquets all summer long! Large double flowers hold their vivid color until the petals drop. As the petals drop, they will sprinkle hot pink petals on the ground for an extra visual attraction. Mature petals drop leaving a clean appearance, rather than turning brown and holding on the stem as many older varieties do.

- **Flower Color:** Fuchsia pink with white reverse
- **Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright, moderately spreading
- **Bloom/Size:** Spiraled, elegant & double / Large, around 4 to 5 inch diameter, single (30 to 40 petals)
- **Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
- **Fragrance:** Moderate tea (Rated 5/10)
- **Cut Flower:** Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High

---

**Perfume Delight**

*Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented*

- **Flower:** Large, double, deep rose-pink flowers with about 30 petals. Fragranced with a strong damask rose (Rated 10/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers.

**Pink Peace**

*Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented*

- **Flower:** Large, lustrous, shapely, very double blossoms of a bright deep pink with 50 plus petals. Moderate rose fragrance (Rated 5/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers.

---

**24 Hybrid Tea & Grandiflora Roses**
Pop Art™
Grandiflora • cv. WElgogoro • Pat.#35,014

Unlike most striped roses, which typically feature red blooms with light yellow striping, the flowers of this unique variety are pastel pink with stripes that are deeper yellow. As a non-clustering Grandiflora, its lush flowers grow one to a stem, not together in bunches. You’ll appreciate how the glossy foliage sets off the blooms so well. Pop Art offers long-lasting colors, a moderately fruity scent, and very strong resistance to diseases such as Rust and Powdery Mildew.

Flower Color: Pink & yellow striped
Height/Habit: Medium-tall / Upright moderately spreading
Bloom/Size: Old-fashioned, cuppy & very double / Large, 4 to 4 ½” diameter, mostly single (65 to 75 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Fruity & citrus (Rated 10/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium
Black Spot Tolerance: High

Pope John Paul II
Hybrid Tea • cv. JAGsegra • Pat. #19,107

Among the finest, most fragrant white roses of all time, this exceptional Hybrid Tea has received top ratings for vigorous growth, bushy full habit, abundance of flower & perfect flower form. The Pope John Paul II rose produces large & luminous pure white blossoms with a delightful, fresh citrus fragrance. The lavishly petaled flowers shine against the abundance of dark green foliage. Larger flower size in the cool spring.

Flower Color: Pure white
Height/Habit: Medium-tall / Upright, bushy
Bloom/Size: Large, fully double (Over 45 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Citrus blossom (Rated 10/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium
Black Spot Tolerance: High

Queen Elizabeth
Grandiflora • Non-Patented

A profusion of pleasing medium-large, double clear pink buds and large blooms on long-stemmed clusters. Proven consistent performer. Lots of color. About 35 petals with a light tea fragrance (Rated 1/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers.

Plant: Tall plant with an upright habit.

P = 7

Rio Samba
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented


Plant: Dark green foliage cover this medium-sized rounded plant that improves with establishment.

P = 7
Pretty Lady Rose™

*Hybrid Tea • cv. WEKdadooda • Pat.#28,719*

This elegant English-style beauty displays both strength and elegance. LARGE old-fashioned multi-petaled aristocratic-like deep pink flowers are enhanced by a sweet scented peony-like and spice fragrance. This well-dressed lady wears an evening gown of healthy bright glossy medium green foliage. With her compact habit, this selection brings elegance to smaller spaces of the garden and also looks great in a pot. *Pretty Lady Rose* holds her flowers at the perfect height to be admired and to allow you to enjoy their aroma.

**Flower Color:** Dark even pink  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright & compact  
**Bloom/Size:** Old-fashioned & ruffled / Large, 4 to 5 inches in diameter (65 to 65 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Strong peony & spices (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

**Rust Tolerance:** Low  
**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:** Medium  
**Downy Mildew Tolerance:** High

---

Quest for Zest™

*Grandiflora • cv. WEKsecjac • PPAF*

Large flowers, some single on a stem, others in cluster of 2 or 3 per stem, all perfect for bouquets to fill your home with delightful strong lemon-citrus/fruit fragrance! The large zesty yellow flowers will invite you to take a closer look, and the “off-the-charts” lemon fragrance will make you want to stay. Spiraled, double flowers add elegance in your yard or in your home as cut flowers. Upright, moderately spreading growth habit and very glossy, medium green leaves, combined with the large flower size, make this Grandiflora a fresh, new addition to our collection. *Quest for Zest* has excellent vigor, very strong zesty lemon fragrance, and disease tolerance - a seldom found combination for a Grandiflora rose. She just might be the new Grandiflora that you’ve been looking for!

**Flower Color:** Yellow with lighter outer petals.  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall sized plant with an upright moderately spreading habit. Medium stems with very glossy medium green foliage.  
**Bloom/Size:** Small clusters of spiraled, elegant & double large, around 4 to 5 inch diameter flowers. Sometimes borne singly. 30 to 40 petals.  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season.  
**Fragrance:** Strong citrus & fruity (Rated 10/10).  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

**Rust Tolerance:** Low  
**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:** Medium  
**Downy Mildew Tolerance:** High  
**Black Spot Tolerance:** Low

---

Secret

*Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented*

**Flower:** Medium-large, fully double cream brushed with rich pink flowers. 30 to 35 petals. Always attractive & super fragrant. Best size when cool. Strong sweet & spicy (Rated 10/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers.

**Plant:** Medium-sized plant with a bushy habit covered in mahogany-red new foliage. Easy-to-grow prolific plant.

**P = 7**

---

Stainless Steel

*Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented*

**Flower:** Large, full silvery-lavender blossoms with a classic show form. 25 to 30 petals. Strong wonderful rose perfume (Rated 10/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers. Flower size & color are best with some cooler temperatures.

**Plant:** Nice long stems sporting large, deep green leaves on a tall vigorous plant with an upright habit.

**P = 8**

**R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot**
Radiant Perfume
Grandiflora • cv. JACadnof • Pat.#14,915

This stunning deep yellow garden rose exudes a strong, citrus perfume that will stop you in your tracks. It is a looker in the landscape, boasting graceful form and a richly golden color. Great for cut flowers, too.

**Flower Color:** Deep yellow  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Spreading  
**Bloom Size:** 4 to 5 inch, large, double (25 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Strong citrus (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

- **Rust Tolerance:** Low  
- **Powdery Mildew Tolerance:** Medium

---

Rock & Roll™
Grandiflora • cv. WEGobner • Pat.#20,936

Each fragrant petal unfurls to reveal a different pattern of striped & splashed burgundy, red & ivory. Deep green leaves clothe the bushy full plant. Great for cutting.

**Flower Color:** Burgundy & cream striped bicolor  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright & full  
**Bloom Size:** Medium / Fully double (Over 35 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Strong rose & fruit (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

- **Rust Tolerance:** Low  
- **Powdery Mildew Tolerance:** Medium

---

Sunset Celebration
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

**Flower:** This international award winner is a creamy apricot-amber blend. The large, full blossoms have 35 to 40 petals & have a light fruity fragrance (Rated 1/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers. Deeper colors in cooler conditions.

**Plant:** No matter where it’s grown, the plant fills out beautifully, full of clean green foliage and long stemmed blossoms. Medium-sized with an upright habit.

- **R:** 10  
- **P:** 10

---

Tiffany
Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Large, well-formed, double, pure philox pink flowers with a yellow base pink. 25 to 30 petals. Good performer. Best color with some heat. Sweet fruity fragrance (Rated 5/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers.

**Plant:** Medium-tall in size with an upright habit adorned with dark green foliage.

- **P:** 10
**Sedona®**

*Hybrid Tea • cv. JACmcall • ®*

The warm colors so reminiscent of the craggy red bluffs and high desert sunsets in the American Southwest inspired the name for this unique rose. Pointed, sculptured buds spiral open revealing layers of colors—reds, corals, and orange tones—to stunning 5-inch blossoms.

- **Flower Color:** Coral blend
- **Height:** 5 to 5 1/2” Upright
- **Bloom Size:** Large, double (25 to 30 petals)
- **Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
- **Fragrance:** Moderate pear (Rated 5/10)
- **Cut Flower:** Yes
- **Rust Tolerance:** Low Medium High
- **Powdery Mildew Tolerance:**

**Smokin’ Hot®**

*Hybrid Tea • cv. WEKmopapa • ®*

This rose is the proof of the old adage ‘there’s no smoke without fire’. You can clearly see the smoky purple overlay on the fiery orange petals of Smokin’ Hot. Quite unique! Bring the fire indoors with an attractive bouquet of these novel flowers produced singly on long stems. The plant is a bouquet factory and the flowers will look gorgeous on the table or on the fireplace mantel. But don’t worry, you won’t burn yourself! This rose isn’t just all about flames and smoke. The combustion is cooled down by the glossy medium green background foliage. And just like ‘smoke rises’, so does this upright and very vigorous bush.

- **Flower Color:** Dark orange overlaid with purple smoke with white reverse
- **Height/Habit:** Tall / Upright to slightly spreading
- **Bloom/Size:** Spiraled & double / Medium-large, around 3 1/2 to 4 inch diameter (25 to 30 petals)
- **Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
- **Fragrance:** Moderate tea & spices (Rated 5/10)
- **Cut Flower:** Yes
- **Rust Tolerance:** Low Medium High
- **Powdery Mildew Tolerance:**

---

**Touch of Class**

*Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented*

Flower:
Large, double, blend of orange, pink & cream flowers that finish a warm coral. About 30 petals. The blossoms are the epitome of rose form with a slight tea fragrance (Rated 1/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers. Best color in moderate temperatures.

R = 10 / P = 7

---

**Tropicana**

*Hybrid Tea • Non-Patented*

Flower:
Large, fully double, shapely, clear coral-orange blossoms illuminate the garden with warm colors. 30 to 35 petals. Sweet fruity fragrance. (Rated 5/10). Repeat bloomer & good for cut flowers.

Plant:
Medium-tall plant with a spreading habit produces long stems clothed with glossy green foliage. Best performance east of the Rockies.

P = 7

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot
St. Patrick®
Hybrid Tea • cv. WEKamanda • ®

The luck of the Irish may have finally brought a super slow-opening yellow rose that takes the heat. This saffron yellow can pick up a touch of gold in cool weather, but he’ll be wearin’ the green when the temps turn up. Loads of slow-opening novelty chartreuse-shaded buds spiral open to yellow gold flowers of amazing stamina. Grey-green foliage. Heat brings out the novel color & best form.

Flower Color: Yellow-gold shaded green
Height/Habit: Medium / Rounded to upright
Bloom/Size: Large fully double (30 to 35 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Moderate (Rated 5/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High

---

State of Grace™
Grandiflora • cv. WEKspodotogi • Pat.#32,822

State of Grace exemplifies the improved modern antique style. The stylish, attractive old-fashioned soft apricot gold blossoms with a dark pink reverse are as beautiful in the garden as in a vase. The old-rose romance, style and fragrance was maintained but we improved the disease resistance and ensured the plant is very well balanced with a rounded even habit that is not too tall and rangy so you can still enjoy the prolifically produced blooms at eye level.

Flower Color: Soft apricot-gold with dark pink reverse
Height/Habit: Medium / Rounded & bushy
Bloom/Size: Spiraled, old-fashioned & very double / Medium, around 3 ½ to 4 inch diameter (30 to 65 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Moderate fruity (Rated 5/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High
Downy Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High
Black Spot Tolerance: Low Medium High

---

Strike It Rich®
Grandiflora • cv. WEKbepmey • Pat.#19,144

Loads of bloom & super-long elegant buds of gold polished with rosy pink. The long-lasting sparkling yellow-orange tones are rich & opulent enough to bring out the gold digger in any gardener. Very dark green leaves & unusual red stems set off the many showy clusters of blossoms.

Flower Color: Deep golden yellow spun with orange-pink
Height/Habit: Medium-tall / Upright & bushy
Bloom/Size: Large, double, informal (About 30 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Moderate sweet spice & fruit (Rated 5/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High

---
**Sugar Moon™**
*Hybrid Tea • cv. WKEkmemolo • Pat.#23/475*

White roses exude elegance...but not much in the way of fragrance...until now! In this case, ‘exude’ is too delicate a word ‘cause this honey will bulldoze you down with its powerful cold-cream perfume. Big pointed buds spiral open to show off broad petals of the purest white you can imagine. Black-green leaves make the pure white posies pop all the more. Good rebloom, natural vigor & long cutting stems make this a perfect addition for a cutting garden...or even just a smellin’ garden.

**Flower Color:** Super fragrant pure white  
**Height/Habit:** Tall / Very upright & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Full, classically formed (30+ petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Intense sweet citrus & rose (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Twilight Zone**
*Grandiflora • cv. WKEfbidere • Pat.#24,725*

Big fat buds open to very double old-fashioned flowers of deep violet purple overlaid with a wisp of smoke... a purple haze for the garden. Strongly scented with a combination of clove & lemony citrus blossom. Deep green leaves cover the plant & compliment the remarkably-colored flowers. More purple in moderate temps.

**Flower Color:** Deep violet purple  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded to slightly spreading  
**Bloom/Size:** Large, fully double, old fashioned (Over 40 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Strong clove & spice (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot
As sweet and fashionable as its namesake, **Uptown Girl** is a must-have for a showy backyard garden or set in front of a bay window. An old-fashioned style rose, **Uptown Girl** blooms with the “quartered” look typical of English roses. Its petals are tucked into a cup shape, in serrated ranks with a scalloped appearance. Medium-sized, coral-pink flowers feature a darker reverse and outstanding color retention. If you haven't tried grandifloras, this is a great beginner's rose, thanks to its resistance to rust, powdery mildew, and downy mildew. Grandiflora roses are a combination of hybrid tees married with floribundas, and achieve the graceful blooms of a tea with the hardiness and zeal of the Floribunda.

**Flower Color:** Warm coral-pink with a deeper orange-toned interior

**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded & bushy

**Bloom/Size:** Old-fashioned, spiraled & fully double / Medium-large, around 3 1/2 to 4 1/2 inch diameter, mostly single (70 to 90 petals)

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

**Fragrance:** Moderate fruity & spices (Rated 5/10)

**Cut Flower:** Yes

---

**Veterans’ Honor**

The epitome of the ultimate red Hybrid Tea, **Veterans’ Honor** is a fitting tribute to the men and women who've served our country over the years. Big shapely buds unfurl perfectly into huge blossoms of impeccable form and stunning red color. All this beauty comes atop extra long cutting stems, perfect for picking up a few blue ribbons or making a grand bouquet just for you. Best flower size in the cool of spring.

**Flower Color:** Bright red

**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright

**Bloom/Size:** Large, double, well-formed (25 to 30 petals)

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

**Fragrance:** Light (Rated 1/10)

**Cut Flower:** Yes

---
**Arctic Blue™**

*Floribunda • cv. WEKblu/yitrar • Pat.#30,951*

The tons of lilac pink blossoms of the Arctic Blue rose are like a cold arctic breeze coming to your garden. The cool tones are chilled by the unique lavender blue finish and iced with cream on the reverse of the petals. The flowers hold up well, even in high heat. The very shapely flower buds open slowly, as if they were frozen in time at their most beautiful stage for longer enjoyment; the blooms are attractive to the very end when the opened flowers let go of their petals, showering the ground in iced lavender blue snow. The drought tolerant, vigorous plant is dressed with a glossy green winter jacket of leaves, isolating and protecting the upright bush from mother nature’s diseases, allowing the plant to produce a nonstop flowery snow storm.

**Flower Color:** Lilac pink fading lavender blue with cream reverse  
**Height/Habit:** Medium tall / Upright moderate spreader  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium, 3 to 4 inch diameter, medium-sized clusters (35 to 40 petals) / Spiraled, shapely & double  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Moderate fruity to citrus-like (Rated 5/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

---

**Burgundy Iceberg**

*Floribunda • cv. PROse • Pat.#16,198*

Painted colors of deep purple-red, burgundy & cream, terrific flower power, bushy habit, lovely buds, showy clusters, glossy green foliage and nearly thornless stems. Seems to always be in bloom. Perfect for the landscape — either in mass, standing alone or atop a beautiful tree rose. Darkest color in cooler temps. Super floralfull.

**Flower Color:** Purple red burgundy / cream reverse  
**Height/Habit:** Medium tall / Rounded & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium, double, in clusters (20 to 25 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Mild honey (Rated 1/10)  
**Cut Flower:** No

---

**Angel Face**

*Floribunda • Non-Patented*

**Flower:** Medium, double & ruffled clear medium lavender blossoms that blush ruby. Graced with a strong sweet citrus perfume (Rated 10/10). 25 to 30 petals. Repeat bloomer.

**Plant:** Low, rounded, bushy perennial favorite. Established plants give the most bloom.

\[P = 5 \quad B = 1\]

---

**Belinda's Dream**

*Shrub/Floribunda • Non-Patented*

**Flower:** Medium-large, very double, medium pink flowers with a moderate fruity scent. (Rated 5/10). Over 65 petals. Repeat bloomer but not a good cut flower.


\[R = 10 \quad P = 7 \quad B = 10\]

\[R = \text{Rust} \quad P = \text{Powdery Mildew} \quad D = \text{Downy Mildew} \quad B = \text{Black Spot}\]
Burst of Joy™
Floribunda • cv. WEKloowapkermu • Pat.#32,109

Kaboom! If you are still standing on your feet after admiring the flowers of Burst of Joy in your garden, you have great balance because those electric and vivid flowers of brilliant orange with bright yellow reverse coloration will knock your socks off. The eruption of radiant colors comes in perfectly shaped buds and opened blooms produced in abundance right on top of a vigorous, upright, bushy and uniform plant. The stems of Burst of Joy are long enough to make a stylish bouquet that will also generate smiles inside the house as the flowers last and last, holding their intense color until the very end!

Flower Color: Bi-color brilliant orange & bright yellow reverse
Height/Habit: Medium / Upright & bushy
Bloom/Size: Pointed, spiraled & double / Medium, around 3 to 4 inch diameter
(25 to 30 petals) Pointed & ovoid buds.
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Mild tea (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: ★★★★★★★★
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: ★★★★★★★
Black Spot Tolerance:

Celestial Night™
Floribunda • cv. WEKebtigrad • Pat.#31,860

The out of this world deep plum purple is the most challenging color to attain in the rose breeding world. Combining disease resistance and vigor to that coloration makes it a near-supernatural achievement! Long-lasting color holds until petals fall off. This heavenly rose also reaches for the stars when it comes to flower size and form. If you’re a fan of this color, look no further as Celestial Night is sky high above the competition, making it the very best of its kind!

Flower Color: Plum purple with raspberry reverse
Plant Habit: Medium / Upright & bushy
Flower Form: Medium, around 3 to 4 inch inch, in small clusters / Globular, old-fashioned, cupped & very double (60 to 75 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Mild fruity (Rated 5/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: ★★★★★★★★
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: ★★★★★★★
Black Spot Tolerance:

Brilliant Pink Iceberg
Floribunda • Non-Patented

Flower:
Showy clusters of medium, double, bright pink & cream flowers with a mild honey scent (Rated 4/10). 18 to 26 petals. Color intensifies in cooler conditions. Repeat bloomer.

China Doll
Polyantha • Non-Patented

Flower:
Overly abundant, large clusters of small fluffy pure, china rose-pink blooms can literally cover the plant. 20 to 25 petals. Slight scent (Rated 1/10).

Plant:
Low, mounded, bushy compact plant with bright green foliage. A favorite for growing in containers or bordering along flower beds.
Chihuly®
Floribunda • cv. WEKscenala • Pat.#15,076

Named to honor America’s famous glass artist, Dale Chihuly. This rose has it all, impeccable style & an ever-changing array of flashy colors. As the sun hits the opening petals, they blush from subtly-striped apricot yellow to dazzling orange & deep red...producing a remarkable display against the deep dark green leaves & mahogany-red new growth. Larger flowers in cool conditions.

Flower Color: Showy multi-color
Height/Habit: Medium / Bushy
Bloom/Size: Medium-large / Double (25 to 30 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Mild tea (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium

Cinco de Mayo™
Floribunda • cv. WEKcobiju • Pat.#21,709

The clusters of blooms never stop poppin’ open on this powerfully flowerful Floribunda. Mysteriously colored & deliriously novel...it’s an indescribable blending of smoked lavender & rusty red-orange. Yet it’s perfectly blendable with any color in the garden, whether it’s atop a rose tree, planted in mass or nestled amongst your favorite perennials. The super clean glossy-green foliage mirrors the flowers, adding even more pizzazz to this bushy rounded flower factory. Smoother when it’s cool outside.

Flower Color: Smoky lavender & rusty red-orange blend
Height/Habit: Medium / Rounded & bushy
Bloom/Size: Medium, in large clusters (About 25 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Light sweet apple (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: No

Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium
Black Spot Tolerance: High

Distant Drums
Shrub/Floribunda • Non-Patented

Flower: Unusual tan washing to orchid-pink flowers are stunningly beautiful. Medium-large, double, ruffled flowers are ideal for bouquets. 35 to 40 petals. Repeat bloomer. Moderate myrrh scent (Rated 5/10).

Plant: Medium-sized, upright plant with dark green foliage.

Easy Going
Floribunda • Non-Patented

Flower: Medium-large, double, delectable golden peachy-yellow color that holds to the very end. 25 to 30 petals. Repeat bloomer. (Fragrance rating 0/10).

Plant: Medium-sized, rounded bushy habit with disease resistant glossy even bright green foliage. Consistent in every climate. Great in mass plantings.

P = 10 / B = 3
R = 10 / P = 10
R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot

34 Floribunda Roses
Colorific™
Floribunda • cv. WEKplatajaro • Pat.#23,174

Big pointed buds swirl open to show off seductive shades of peach, coral & salmon. But the color display doesn’t stop there. The sun ‘suntans’ each petal...blushing them into deeper tones of orange, scarlet & burgundy. Strong long stems make it a great addition to any cutting garden. And the clean deep green glossy leaves are lovely in the landscape, too. Best flower size in cooler conditions.

**Flower Color:** Salmon blend, blushing scarlet  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium-large, double (about 30 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Moderate fruity (Rated 5/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

- Rust Tolerance: Low
- Medium
- High
- Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low
- Medium
- High

Doris Day
Floribunda • cv. WEKmaiuchi • Pat.#26,793

Inspired by big screen and singing legend, ‘America’s Sweetheart’ Doris Day, this lovely yellow-colored rose beautifully personifies this joyful, charming and amazingly talented icon. Super-floriferous blossoms are full of sunshine, just like Doris Day. The old-fashioned blooms are produced in beautiful rounded clusters on vigorous stems. You get to enjoy the gold yellow coloration until the petals drop.

**Flower Color:** Pure even gold-yellow  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Old-fashioned, ruffled, in small clusters / Medium to large, up to 4 1/2 inch diameter (45 to 55 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Strong fruit & sweet spice (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

- Rust Tolerance: Low
- Medium
- High
- Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low
- Medium
- High
- Black Spot Tolerance: Low

George Burns
Floribunda • Non-Patented

Flower: Ever-changing colors of yellow, deep red, rose-pink & cream stripes. Large, double, ruffled flowers with a moderate fruit & citrus fragrance (Rated 5/10). More yellow in moderate cool temperatures. 30 to 35 petals. Repeat bloomer.

Gingersnap
Floribunda • Non-Patented

**Plant:** Medium-large, tough, ruffled flowers of a brilliant yellow-orange blend. 30 to 35 petals with no fragrance. Brightest color in cool conditions. Repeat bloomer.

**Plant:** Medium-sized bushy rounded plant with dark green foliage.
**Drop Dead Red™**

*Floribunda • cv. WEKcharlie • Pat.#22,571*

So velvety...just a jaw-droppingly intense delicious red set against the highly-glossed deep green leaves that mirror all the eye-popping action. This killer color is truly a ‘stop ‘em dead in their tracks’ kinda red that’s certain to lure you to linger. And it’s THAT red to the very finish of the flower...making this bushy shiny showy plant a natural for the landscape. Best flower size in cooler conditions.

- **Flower Color:** Red velvet  
- **Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright & bushy  
- **Bloom/Size:** Medium-large, double (About 30 petals)  
- **Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
- **Fragrance:** Mild tea (Rated 1/10)  
- **Cut Flower:** Yes  
- **Rust Tolerance:** Low  
- **Powdery Mildew Tolerance:** Low  

---

**Easy Does It®**

*Floribunda • cv. HARpageant • Pat.# 22,587*

Delectable colors of mango orange, peach pink & ripe apricot bounce off the mirrored glossy green leaves, providing a flamboyant fruit salad for the landscape. Her free-flowing swirling shades of sunset show up in fragrant large colorful clusters atop a rounded bushy plant. A disease resistant, vigorous, flowerful & fabulous seductress of the garden. Perfect in every climate.

- **Flower Color:** Mango, peach & apricot blend  
- **Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded & bushy  
- **Bloom/Size:** Medium-large, double, ruffled (25 to 30 petals)  
- **Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
- **Fragrance:** Light fruity (Rated 1/10)  
- **Cut Flower:** Yes  
- **Rust Tolerance:** Low  
- **Powdery Mildew Tolerance:** Low  

---

**Iceberg**

*Floribunda • Non-Patented*

- **Flower:** Medium-sized, crisp white flowers are borne in great profusion in clusters. 20 to 25 petals with a wild honey scent. Repeat bloomer. (Rated 1/10).

- **Plant:** Medium-tall, bushy, rounded plant is robed in dark green foliage. Great for hedges. Hardy, vigorous & floriferous. Best in mass plantings.

R = 10 / P = 7 / B = 2

---

**Intrigue**

*Floribunda • Non-Patented*

- **Flower:** Award winning, medium-large, double flowers of a novel, velvety, deep plum-purple. 25 to 30 petals with a powerful strong citrus & rose fragrance (Rated 10/10).  
- **Plant:** Medium-sized, bushy rounded plant covered with dark green leaves. Established plants give more blooms & best color.

R = 5 / P = 5

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot
Easy Spirit™
Floribunda • cv. WENrereadit • Pat.#30,120
Experience the feeling of freedom that comes from the purity of the large, classy white flowers with a butter-cream base of Easy Spirit. The perfectly formed buds and flowers hold their beauty throughout the life of the flower, making them great for enjoyment as a bouquet. Easy Spirit is highly tolerant of Rust and Powdery Mildew diseases. The upright compact plant with clean glossy green foliage is the ideal backdrop to the non-burning & long-lasting cream flowers.

**Flower Color:** White with cream base  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright  
**Bloom/Size:** Spiraled, formal & double / Large,  
3 ½ to 4 ½ in. diameter (30 to 40 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Mild tea (Rated 1/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

---

Rust Tolerance:  
Low Medium High

Powdery Mildew Tolerance:  
Low Medium High

Black Spot Tolerance:  
Low Medium High

Easy To Please®
Floribunda • cv. WENwibyblu • Pat.#29,467

We were wondering how we could improve the award-winning Easy-To-Love® collection – the best true rose collection containing fully petalled varieties with very good disease resistance. We’ve added a missing color to the collection with the pink flowering variety Easy To Please. Just like its name, this floribunda will please everyone! With Easy To Please, not only are you getting a high performing rose in multiple climates, but you are also getting a multitude of classic spiraled flowers on a bush for which the disease resistance surpasses many landscape shrubs. What else are we missing to make this rose a crown pleaser? Nothing, as a moderate clove fragrance completes this SUPER flowery, upright and vigorous plant to near perfection!

**Flower Color:** Fuchsia pink with lighter reverse  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright  
**Bloom/Size:** Decorative & double / Medium, around 2 ½ to 3 inch diameter, in small clusters (20 to 30 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Moderate clove with hints of cinnamon (Rated 5/10)  
**Cut Flower:** No

---

Judy Garland
Floribunda • Non-Patented
Flower: Medium-sized flowers in clusters of chrome yellow blushing to hot orange & scarlet. 30 to 35 petals. Blush color can burn in strong sun. Repeat bloomer.

---

Purple Tiger
Floribunda • Non-Patented
Flower: Clusters of medium-sized, very double, flowers of purple, lavender & white stripes & dots. Powerful scent of citrus blossom & rose (Rated 10/10). Best flower size/color in cooler conditions. 35 to 40 petals. Repeat bloomer & good cut flower.
**Ebb Tide**
*Floribunda • cv. WEKsmogur • Pat.#18,850*

Dusky deep purple buds swirl open to very double old-fashioned flowers of velvet plum washed with a haze of sultry smoke. The intense clove fragrance can nearly bowl you over. Beautiful deep, green foliage. Gets all the better with establishment.

**Flower Color:** Smoky deep plum-purple  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright, bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium, very double, old-fashioned (over 35 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Strong spicy clove (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes  

**Rust Tolerance:** Low  
**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:** Medium  
**Black Spot Tolerance:** High

---

**Forever Amber**
*Floribunda • cv. WEKcaspetona • Pat.#34,234*

An English-style rose that delivers your heart’s desire: fully double, lushly petalled flowers in a warm apricot color that stays vibrant through the hottest days of summer. The blooms are large for a floribunda and they appear abundantly all season. A stellar cut flower for arranging in a vase.

**Flower Color:** Apricot  
**Height/Habit:** Medium, upright and slightly spreading  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium-large, 3 1/2 to 4” diameter, mostly single (50 to 150 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Moderate fruity (Rated 5/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

**Rust Tolerance:** Low  
**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:** Medium  
**Black Spot Tolerance:** High

---

**Scentimental**
*Floribunda • Non-Patented*

**Flower:** Large, double, old-fashioned, burgundy-red swirled with creamy white flowers. 25 to 30 petals with a strong sweet spice fragrance (Rated 10/10). Nearly continuous number of blossoms, repeat bloomer & good cut flower.

**Plant:** Medium-sized plant with a rounded, vigorous plant. Distinctive clean quilled foliage. Best color & size in moderate temps.

\[ R = 10 \quad P = 10 \quad B = 1 \]

---

**Sexy Rexy**
*Floribunda • Non-Patented*

**Flower:** Prolific producer of clusters of medium-sized double clear coral-pink blossoms, 25 to 30 petals. Repeat bloomer & a good cut flower. Mild scent (Rated 1/10).

**Plant:** Medium, upright, vigorous plant with green leaves. Proven consistent performer in all climates.

\[ R = 10 \quad P = 9 \]

**R** = Rust • **P** = Powdery Mildew • **D** = Downy Mildew • **B** = Black Spot
Frida Kahlo®
Floribunda • cv. WEKalschuman • Pat.#29,878
As an emblematic artist of Mexico, world-acclaimed painter Frida Kahlo needs no further introduction. She once said “I paint flowers so they will not die.” Like the flowers she immortalized in her art, the rose *Frida Kahlo* is a lively & colorful reminder of her enduring spirit. Just as Frida is one of the most recognizable artists for her unique style, the scarlet red & gold striped flowers of *Frida Kahlo* are also one of a kind in the rose world. The swirl of colors intensifies as the flowers age, adding a red blush as the final touch. Like any painting needs a good stand, the flowers are set in small clusters on a healthy disease resistant plant with clean glossy leaves. If you are one of Frida’s followers or simply a rose lover, join the Fridamania by adding a piece of art to your garden with the striking vibrant rounded flowers produced abundantly on the compact upright vigorous plants.

**Flower Color:** Scarlet red striped gold with red blush on finish  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright, bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Double / Medium-large, 3 to 4” diameter, in small clusters (25 to 40 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Mild fruity (Rated 1/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes  

![Rust Tolerance](image)

![Powdery Mildew Tolerance](image)

---

Hot Cocoa®
Floribunda • cv. WEKpattles • Pat.#15,155
Mysterious, indescribable, elusive...whatever! There’s just no other rose color quite like this. Pointed buds of deep rust unfurl to reveal a chocolate haze of velvety smoked tones that can even take on a purply cast. Set against gobs of glossy foliage, the ruffled fragrant flowers are mirrored by supple green leaves. Easy vigor and natural disease-resistance make it a must for every garden. Keeps on smokin’ even when the weather turns warm.

**Flower Color:** Smokey chocolate orange  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Rounded  
**Bloom/Size:** Large, ruffled, double (25 to 30 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Moderate old rose (Rated 5/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes  

![Rust Tolerance](image)

![Powdery Mildew Tolerance](image)

---

Sheila's Perfume
Floribunda • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Large, double, Hybrid-Tea like, yellow edged deep pink flower with a strong rose & fruit fragrance (Rated 10/10). About 25 petals. Repeat bloomer & a good cut flower. Best flower color & size when cool.

**Plant:** Medium-sized, bushy & rounded, vigorous bush loaded with glossy green leaves.

---

Showbiz
Floribunda • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Medium-sized, brilliantly colored fire-engine red blooms borne in great sprays, 20 to 25 petals. Repeat bloomer. Light scent (Rated 1/10).

**Plant:** Low, bushy, compact & hardy round ball of a plant. Lots of glossy dark green leaves. Great in mass plantings or for borders. Proven consistent performer.
Julia Child
Floribunda • cv. WEKrossutono • Pat.#18,473

Just before our wonderful American icon left us, she selected this exceptional rose to bear her name. Julia loved the even butter gold color & the licorice candy fragrance. The perfectly rounded habit, super glossy leaves & great disease resistance finish off the dish. Consistent, hardy and floriferous in all climates. Very disease resistant. During warm, humid conditions, Blackspot will cause some leaf defoliation, but Julia Child tolerates disease very well & continues to bloom in spite of leaf damage.

**Flower Color:** Butter gold  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Very rounded & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium / Very full, old fashioned (35 plus petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Strong licorice candy & spice (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low  
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium  
Downy Mildew Tolerance: High  
Black Spot Tolerance: Low

Jump for Joy™
Floribunda • cv. WEKnewchi • Pat.#26,819

Lusciously lovely, delectable peachy-pink color sets apart this sister seedling of Sparkle & Shine. They may have their differences (peach pink vs. deep yellow). But, like most sisters, they share some likenesses, too. Both are distinctive because of their large showy clusters, long-lived flowers with lovely color, round bushy super-flowerful habit, loads of glossy green leaves & consistent dark red new growth. Buy ‘em both & let these sisters battle it out for who’s the best in your garden.

**Flower Color:** Peachy-pink  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Very rounded & bushy  
**Flower Form:** Ruffled, in large clusters  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium, up to 4-inch diameter (Around 25 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Moderate apple (Rated 5/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low  
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium

Sunsprite
Floribunda • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Medium, double, deep-lasting yellow flowers with a sweet licorice fragrance (Rated 5/10), 25 to 30 petals. Repeat bloomer & a good cut flower.

**Plant:** Medium, rounded & bushy. Lots of glossy deep green leaves. There always seems to be some color on this great rose. Happiest in cooler temperatures.

P = 10

Trumpeter
Floribunda • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Medium, brilliant orange-scarlet colors of the long-lasting ruffled blossoms. 35 to 40 petals. Repeat bloomer. Mild fragrance (Rated 1/10).

**Plant:** Medium-low height, rounded, naturally compact & bushy plant with glossy green foliage. Good landscape performer, hardy & likes a little heat. Great in mass plantings.

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot

P = 8
Ketchup & Mustard™
Floribunda • cv. WEKuspette • Pat.# 23,289

Slap a layer of the brightest red onto a backside of darkest yellow & set it atop the greeniest glossiest leaves. Better yet, the flowers hold on to their attention-getting tones to the very end…dropping from the well-behaved rounded plant just in time to welcome the next round of abundant bloom. Tidy enough to tuck into a landscape, lend an accent to a container or top a rose tree. No buns or weenies required. Best flower size in cooler conditions. Bold & beautiful!

**Flower Color:** Ketchup red & mustard yellow bicolor  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium / Double (About 25 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Mild (Rated 1/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td>⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Koko Loko™
Floribunda • cv. WEKbijou • Pat.# 23,269

So unusual…it looks good enough to eat…or maybe drink in this case. You just can’t imagine a milky chocolate-colored bud would mature to be a solid soft lavender blossom. Early to bloom, every lovely bud spirals open with impeccable show form. The flowers last long on the plant & in the vase. Beyond its novelty, there lies a great plant…rounded, handsome & bushy…chock full of green leaves. Warm weather brings out the lavender.

**Flower Color:** Milk chocolate changing to lavender  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium, double, very well formed (30 to 35 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Moderate (Rated 5/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Life of the Party™
Floribunda • cv. WEKastiche • Pat.#31,861 • Huntington's 100®

This rose is a party animal when it comes to flower production. The cuppy yellow old-fashioned flowers are kissed with a pink blush when the party is over, but not too early, keeping the coloration until the petals drop. If you are too shy to invite your neighbors for a garden party, don't worry as the strong fruity smell that EXUDES from its flowers will serve as a formal invitation & attract people from far away! The long lasting blossoms are enthusiastically produced in medium sized clusters on top of an upright & bushy plant. The clean dark glossy green leaves are feeding the flower production by generating the needed energy so the party can go on & on & on!

**Flower Color:** Yellow kissed with pink on finish  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Old-fashioned, cuppy & very double / Medium, around 3 to 3 ½ inch diameter, medium sized clusters (55 to 65 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Strong fruity to citrus-like (Rated 10/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>●●●●●●●●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td>●●●●●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Livin' Easy®
Floribunda • cv. HARwellcome • ©

All you have to do is just stick it in the ground, give it a little water, kick back and watch it grow. The foliage is so glossy green and free from black spot that the bush looks great even without flowers. But you won't have much of an opportunity to see just leaves 'cause it blooms up a storm. Scrumptious flowers of showy apricot-orange will light up your landscape. Very consistent in all climates.

**Flower Color:** Apricot orange blend  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium-large / Double (25 to 30 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** None (Rated 0/10)  
**Cut Flower:** No

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>●●●●●●●●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td>●●●●●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Love Song™
Floribunda • cv. WEKstamela • Pat.#24,793

Loads of big beautiful blooms can nearly cover this sultry strem. Her profusion of pulchritude is only matched by the surprising duration of the display. Those lovely lavender old-fashioned flowers just seem to last and last... without turning a lurid gray. Underneath all that beauty is a bushy rounded plant clothed with great rich green leaves. Largest flower size in cool temps.

**Flower Color:** Clear Lavender  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded, bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Very large / Fully double, ruffled (Over 40 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Mild citrus (Rated 1/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>●●●●●●●●</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot

42 Floribunda Roses
Morning Glow™
Floribunda • cv. WEKpfiaspas • Pat.#35,155

Wake up to a brand new morning with this fresh Floribunda. Our Morning Glow Floribunda rose combines dark green foliage, outstanding bud form, and large, nearly 4” across, old-fashioned blooms in a silky ginger-root yellow. That gorgeous contrast, along with its light tea fragrance, will set Morning Glow apart from all the other roses in your garden. Floribunda roses are defined by their large, full clusters of flowers and this new variety is no exception, with romantic sunrise colors in large, bowl-shaped blooms. Excellent color retention and strong disease resistance.

Flower Color: Soft gold
Height/Habit: Medium / Even rounded & bushy
Bloom/Size: Old-fashioned, elegant & very full / Medium-large, around 3 ½ to 4 ½ inch diameter, some single, mostly in small clusters (70 to 110 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Moderate tea (Rated 5/10)
Cut Flower: No

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High
Downy Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High
Black Spot Tolerance: Low Medium High

Oh My!®
Floribunda • cv. WEKcisfrabo • Pat.#24,728

This is the red that Americans love...deep, velvety, bright, and long-lasting...it's just right. Better yet, that color comes in great clusters of ruffled flowers showing off against the backdrop of glossy dark red-green leaves with very good tolerance of Rust and Powdery Mildew. The bushy full plant could be used as a flowerful hedge, a showy mass planting or just by itself...a red beacon for the American garden. Cooler temps bring out the best flower form.

Flower Color: Deep velvet red
Height/Habit: Medium-tall / Upright, bushy
Bloom/Size: Medium-large / Double, ruffled (25 to 30 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Mild (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: No

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High
Black Spot Tolerance: Low Medium High

Pumpkin Patch™
Floribunda • cv. WEKmongros • Pat.#31,605

A color so scrumptious, it looks good enough to eat...and you certainly can if you watch out for the thorns. But it may not be the sticky sweet treat you’d expect for the delectable pumpkin-pie caramel color. Buttery rich coppery buds open into clusters of orange beauties held tightly against shiny green leaves—like happy jack o’lanterns nestled in the field. It’s lip-smackin’ for the landscape and certain to delight on the very first flower. Appreciates a little afternoon shade.

Flower Color: Caramel orange
Height/Habit: Medium / Rounded & bushy
Bloom/Size: Medium, in large clusters (25 to 30 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Light fruity (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: No

Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High
Queen of Elegance™
Floribunda • cv. WEKjucstokol • Pat.#32,810

Roses are already known as the queen of the flower world but with Queen of Elegance you are getting multi-petaled, old-fashioned medium pink and large flowers worthy of a monarch! The blooms are certainly sophisticated and elegant but the strong rose perfume is what make this variety deserving of belonging to the aristocracy. Each long-lasting and non-fading blossom invites you to bury your nose to inhale the perfume of 'old-time' roses of your dreams. Her eminence is also an excellent garden variety as the upright vigorous plant is robed with glossy dark green foliage, holding the refined blooms at the right height for your satisfaction.

Flower Color: Medium pink
Height/Habit: Medium-tall / Upright
Bloom/Size: Very double & full / Large, around 3 ½ to 4 ½ inch diameter (60 to 90 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Strong rose (Rated 10/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium
Black Spot Tolerance: High

Rosie the Riveter™
Floribunda • cv. WEKzazou • Pat.#31,190

Rosie the Riveter pays tribute to the women who worked in factories and shipyards during World War II. The old-fashioned unusual flowers of orange-y gold suffused with pink are surely reminiscent of that era. The exquisite pointy and shapely buds are proudly held on top of very glossy dark foliage as a feminine symbol of charm and strength. A flower representing a women’s cultural icon without fragrance would not work. The moderate fruity & spice fragrance is the perfect complement. Like the tireless Rosies, the even rounded plants of Rosie the Riveter are the workhorse of the garden, producing an arsenal of flowers. Maximum flower power?

Flower Color: Orange-gold suffused with pink with gold reverse
Height/Habit: Medium / Rounded & bushy
Bloom/Size: Old-fashioned & double / Medium,
3 to 3 ½ inch diameter (30 to 45 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Moderate fruity & spice & cinnamon (Rated 5/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low
Black Spot Tolerance: Medium

Shockwave™
Floribunda • cv. WEKgojojo • Pat.# 21,531

There’s no rose that’s any yellower...and no foliage that’s any greener. The combo makes your eyes blink & your head spin in disbelief. Better yet, the flowers hold on to their searing yellow tones to the very end, dropping away from the well-behaved plant just in time to welcome the next round of bloom. Tidy enough to tuck into a landscape, lend an accent to a container or top a rose tree. Loads of bright, super-glossy apple green leaves mirror the blazing blossoms. Consistent in all climates.

Flower Color: Pure neon yellow
Height/Habit: Medium / Rounded
Bloom/Size: Medium, double, around 25 petals
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Mild (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: No

Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot
Silver Lining™
Floribunda • cv. WEKcrypeilos • Pat.#34,233

The glamour of the silver screen comes to life in this modern rose. This 2021 introduction has a mild tea fragrance & a classical shape. Silver Lining blossoms throughout the summer & into early fall, producing glamorous, spiraled silver-lavender blooms. Its bushy, deep green foliage maintains a stunning glossiness & a moderate spread. This Floribunda offers good disease resistance & attracts pollinators & butterflies. A new rose with classic beauty, Silver Lining is perfect for adding to a new or established rose garden, or for including a touch of romance to a sunny border or bed.

Flower Color: Silver lavender
Height/Habit: Medium / Bushy moderately spreading
Bloom/Size: Classical, spiraled & full / Large, around 3 1/2 to 4 1/2 inch diameter, in small clusters. (35 to 50 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Mild tea (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: Yes
Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium

Sparkle & Shine™
Floribunda • cv. WEKjunjac • Pat.#24,726

This is a bloomin’ fool of a rose with great clusters of flowers on a rounded bushy plant. However, the improved update notches it up with brighter, longer-lasting yellow color, bigger flowers, glossier foliage, handsome dark red new growth & vastly improved disease resistance. Great as an easy care colorful hedge.

Flower Color: Sparkling clear yellow
Height/Habit: Medium / Rounded, bushy
Bloom/Size: Medium, double, in clusters (33 to 38 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Moderate fruity (Rated 5/10)
Cut Flower: Yes
Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium
Black Spot Tolerance: High

Sweet Madame Blue™
Floribunda • cv. WEKwibscreper • Pat.#34,232

If you have a passion for lavender roses, here’s a floribunda for you. Time after time, Sweet Madame Blue will captivate you with clustered double blooms and magenta-flushed hearts. The color stays steadfast. It won’t burn in hot summer sun. With a shapely rounded form and rich citrus-spice perfume, this beauty deserves center stage in your garden and in a vase.

Flower Color: Lavender with magenta centers
Height/Habit: Medium, rounded and bushy
Bloom/Size: Medium, around 3 to 3 1/2” diameter, mostly in small clusters (50 to 75 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Strong citrus and spice (Rated 10/10)
Cut Flower: Yes
Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium
Black Spot Tolerance: High
Vavoom™
Floribunda • cv. WEKjuutono • Pat.#20,166

The bright orange juice tones of Vavoom might make your eyes pucker... but its sweet treat of glowing color lasts to the very end of every long-lived blossom. Put that gleaming orange against deep mahogany red new growth & glossy green leaves & you've got a winner for the landscape. The rounded compact plant can tuck into limited spaces.

Flower Color: Orange-juice orange
Height/Habit: Medium-low / Rounded
Bloom/Size: Medium / Ruffled, double (35 petals+)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Moderate spicy (Rating: 5/10)
Cut Flower: No

Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium

Violet’s Pride™
Floribunda • cv. WEKwibysicpep • Pat.#29,467

Violet’s Pride undeniably belongs to the aristocracy of the rose world with dense foliage, resilience from diseases and a sophisticated grapefruit and fruit-like fragrance worthy of any noblewoman. The exquisite lavender blooms unfold to display a spectacular magenta-colored heart on the inner petals. This prolific blooming rose generates some of the most elegant buds and flowers that are worthy of first prize in any Best of Show contest. The flowers are held proudly on top of a vigorous and even rounded bush.

Flower Color: Lavender with a magenta heart
Height/Habit: Medium / Rounded & bushy
Bloom/Size: Spiraled form & fully double / Medium-large, 3½ to 4 inch, borne in small clusters (35 to 45 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Strong grapefruit with hints of spices (Rated 10/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium
Black Spot Tolerance: High

White Licorice™
Floribunda • cv. WEKlidusina • Pat.#22,540

This quiet color packs a powerful punch of unparalleled perfume...a sweet licorice & lemon blossom aroma that will make you tingle with delight. A bouquet-making machine-of-a-plant with wonderfully formed buds that open into big wavy wonders set atop sturdy stems clothed with dark green leaves. Bushy & beautifully branched, the plant looks as good in the garden as the flowers do in a vase. More yellow when cool...more white when warm.

Flower Color: Fragrant lemon cream
Height/Habit: Medium / Upright & bushy
Bloom/Size: Large, double, classically formed (35 to 40 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Strong licorice & lemon blossom (Rated 10/10)
Cut Flower: Yes

Rust Tolerance: Low
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Medium
Black Spot Tolerance: High
Above All
Climber • cv. CHEwestc • Pat.#29,435

Above All is a modernized version of the old classic, Westerland. More petals, increased the flower count per cluster and improved the flower production creating a year round show. All that while maintaining a very attractive salmony orange flower color that remains strong, combined with a nice fruity fragrance and a high disease resistance. The good winter hardiness inherited from Westerland allows Above All to perform with continuous blooming from spring to fall in multiples climates with excellent vigor.

Color: Salmon-orange blend
Height/Habit: Climbing canes 10 to ¼ feet / spreading
Bloom/Size: Old-fashioned & cupped / Medium,
            3 ½ to 4" in blooms in large clusters,
            25 to 30 petals.
Fragrance: Moderate fruity
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Fragrance (Rated 5/10)
Cut Flower: YES

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High

Fourth of July™
Climber • cv. WEGroatl • Pat.#11,318

An explosion of eye-popping color for the landscape is just the beginning of the festivities ahead from this free-flowering fragrant Climber. You'll get a bang out of the big sprays of large long-lasting blossoms. And the fireworks just seem to keep coming because it blooms and reblooms readily in the very first season. Sparkling green foliage, superb vigor and good hardiness complete the spectacle. Consistent color & vigor in most climates.

Color: Velvety red striped with bright white
Height/Habit: Climbing canes 10 to 14 feet
Bloom/Size: Large, semi-double, in clusters (10 to 15 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Fresh cut apple & sweet rose (Rated 10/10)
Cut Flower: NO

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High

America

Climber • Non-Patented

Flower: Large, full, even coral-pink flowers with 40 to 45 petals. Moderate spicy (Rated 5/10). Repeat bloomer.
Plant: Climbing canes 10 to 12 feet

Blaze Improved

Climber • Non-Patented

Flower: Pure even red, medium-sized flowers in large clusters. Repeat bloomer. 20 to 25 petals with a light tea fragrance. (Rated 1/10).
Plant: Climbing canes 8 to 12 feet.

R = 10 / P = 8 / B = 3

Climbing Roses 47
Golden Opportunity™
Climber • cv. WKEausjuncton • Pat.#33,541

Your garden will reach new heights with this climbing rose from renowned hybridizer Tom Carruth. Each 3 ½-4” flower head contains 35-45 petals and gives off a deliciously fruity scent that attracts butterflies and other pollinators. Its vine-like stems and foliage can take this beautiful rose to heights of over 10’ tall. Plant Golden Opportunity wherever you’d like to add vertical interest. Try it on sunny patios and pergolas, or add it to border gardens. The roses make a charming addition to cut flower arrangements, too.

**Color:** Gold  
**Height/Habit:** Large for a Climber, long canes of 10 to 12 feet Climbing & spreading.  
**Bloom/Size:** Spiraled, formal & double / Medium-large, around 3 ½ to 4 inch diameter, in small clusters. 35 to 45 petals.  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout the season  
**Fragrance:** Moderate fruity & tea (Rated 5/10)  
**Cut Flower:** Yes  

Rust Tolerance:  
Powdery Mildew Tolerance:  

Lady In Red™
Climber • cv. WKEvaldoan • Pat.#30,055

Care to dance? Cause ‘Lady in Red...she’s dancing with me’... with her long climbing arms. Don’t worry, she won’t invade your dancing space as the plant is well contained and more compact than many Climbers. The lady was born and raised in the USA, with her flowers bearing the true classic AMERICAN red coloration. That means no hues of pink or blue all the way to the end of the flower’s life. The large ruffled old-fashioned blossoms will take your breath away and falling in love with this lady is the only possible outcome. Are you ready to dance the night away? You better be because the vigorous plant generates bounteous flowers just waiting for a dance partner.

**Color:** Dark red suffused with occasional black smoke  
**Height/Habit:** Long canes of 8 to 10 feet / Climbing & spreading  
**Bloom/Size:** Old-fashioned & very double/Large, ruffled, 3 ½ to 4 ½ inch diameter, in small clusters (35 to 50 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Light tea  
**Cut Flower:** Yes  

Rust Tolerance:  
Powdery Mildew Tolerance:  

Cécile Brünnner, Cl.  
Climbing Polyantha • Sweetheart rose

**Flower:** Small pastel pink old-fashioned flowers, in large clusters (Over 30 petals). Repeat bloomer, mostly in Spring on old wood. Slight tea scent.

Plant: Climbing canes up to 18 feet long

P = 1 / B = 2

Don Juan  
Climber • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Large, full, deep velvet red flowers with 30 to 35 petals. Moderate rose scent (Rated 5/10). Repeat bloomer.

Plant: Climbing canes 12 to 14 feet.

R = 8 / B = 3

Dublin Bay  
Climber • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Large, double Clear red blooms with about 25 petals. Light, fruity fragrance (Rated 1/10). Repeat bloomer.

Plant: Climbing canes 8 to 10 feet.

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot

P = 10 / B = 3
Purple Splash™
Climber • cv. WEKspirit • Pat.#22,469

Imagine Weeks' famous Fourth of July rose in shades of purple. Although they're distantly related, this kissin' cousin blooms in even larger, more pyramid-shaped clusters of flowers & doesn't have nearly the thorns. Set these splashy colors against bright Granny Smith-green foliage & you've got a killer combo for any fence, wall or trellis. Vigorous, clean & free-flowering... it repeat blooms readily in the very first year. More stripes show up in cooler weather.

**Color:** Wine purple striped with bright white  
**Height/Habit:** Climbing canes 10 to 14 feet  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium-large, in large clusters (5 to 10 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Moderately strong spice & rose  
**Rust Tolerance:** Low  
**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:** Medium

Sky's the Limit™
Climber • cv. WEKprimsoul • PPAF

Sky's the Limit invites you to look down at her lowly hardy plant... and look up at her loads of free-flowering colorful clusters. Rebloomimg well in the very first season, she'll skyrocket in growth to quickly establish that perfect climbing effect on a trellis, fence or wall. Unusually hardy (especially for a yellow) and very full of clean green leaves.

**Color:** Buttery yellow  
**Height/Habit:** Climbing canes of 10 to 12 ft.  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium, ruffled, in clusters (20 to 25 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Slight fruity

Golden Showers
Flower: Medium-large, double bright clear yellow blooms with 25 to 28 petals. Sweet licorice fragrance (Rated 3/10). Repeat bloomer.

Iceberg, Climbing

**R** = 10 / **P** = 8 / **B** = 3
Stormy Weather™
Climber • cv. ORA/Fantanov • Pat.#23,158

Mysterious deep smoky purple blues with just a touch of cloudy white on the reverse set against loads of grey-green leaves. You'll have clusters of this uncommon color 'cause it blooms & repeats in the very first season. A mid-size Climber with full-sized flowers. More purple-blue in cooler conditions.

**Color:** Smoky purply-magenta blend  
**Height/Habit:** Climbing canes 8 to 10 feet  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium, double, in nice clusters  
(Around 20 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Moderate spiciness

Rust Tolerance:  
Low/medium/high: [Scale]  
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: [Scale]

---

Joseph's Coat  
Climber • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Medium-sized flowers colored red, pink, orange & yellow with 23 to 28 petals. Light tea fragrance (Rated 1/10). Repeat bloomer.

**Plant:** Climbing canes 10 to 12 feet.

P = 10

---

New Dawn  
Climber • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Large, double, cameo pink blooms with 35 to 40 petals. Sweet rose (Rated 1/10) Repeat bloomer.

**Plant:** Climbing canes 18 to 20 feet

R = 10 / P = 10 / B = 2

---

White Dawn  
Climber • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Medium-sized clusters of clean white flowers with 30 to 35 petals. Repeat bloomer. Sweet rose fragrance (Rated 1/10).

**Plant:** Climbing canes of 12 to 14 feet.

P = 8

---

William Baffin  
Climber • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Medium-sized, double, deep pink flowers with 20 to 25 petals, borne in clusters. Mild fragrance (Rated 1/10). Repeat bloomer.

**Plant:** Climbing canes of 8 to 10 feet.

R = 10 / P = 10 / B = 2

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot

---

Climbing Roses
Tropical Lightning™
Climber • cv. ORAmodsen • Pat.#28,055

The tropical warmth comes in the form of rich sunset-like orange while the dazzling lightning is generated by bright cream stripes. The effect is accentuated by a layer of purple smoke creating a burnt orange combo, perfect for a stormy sky! Each perfectly shaped bud & flower will hold that CRAZY novel color for days & the prolific and vigorous plant, which reaches maturity & full display in 3 years, will only slow down the flowering as it transitions into winter. If the extraordinary bloom colors were not enough, Tropical Lightning presents some of the glossiest leaves of all roses contrasted by the burgundy red new shoots!

- **Color:** Orange with a purple smoke layer and cream stripes
- **Height/Habit:** Climbing / spreading cones of 10 to 12 feet
- **Bloom/Size:** Double & formal / Medium, around 3 to 4 inch diameter, in small clusters (20 to 30 petals)
- **Fragrance:** Moderate fruity to apple-like

Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: 
Downy Mildew Tolerance: 

---

**Pearly Gates**

*Flower:* Large, full, pasted pearl pink flowers with about 35 petals. Strong spice & rose fragrance (Rated 10/10). Repeat bloomer.

*Plant:* Climbing canes 10 to 12 feet.

---

**Sally Holmes**

*Flower:* Large, single, buff buds open to pure white flowers with 5 to 8 petals. Borne in large clusters. Slight fragrance (Rated 1/10).

*Plant:* Pillar / climber of 6 to 12 feet

---

**Westerland**

*Flower:* Large, double, blended apricot-orange flowers borne in clusters with 18 to 25 petals. Spice & rose fragrance (Rated 5/10). Repeat bloomer.

*Plant:* Climbing canes 10 to 12 feet.

---

**Royal Gold**

*Flower:* Large, double, deep golden-yellow flowers with 30 to 35 petals. Moderate to strong fruity fragrance (Rated 5/10). Repeat bloomer.

*Plant:* Climbing canes 8 to 10 feet.

---

**Zephirine Drouhin**

*Flower:* Large, double, single pink blooms with a moderate, damask fragrance. (Rated 5/10). 20 to 30 petals Repeat bloomer.

*Plant:* Tall, climbing branches of 10 to 15 ft.

---

**Climbing Roses**
**Austrian Copper**  
**Flower:**  
*Rosa foetida* bicolour. Small old-fashioned clusters of single-petaled hot orange-red/yellow reverse flowers with 5 petals. Only blooms in the springtime. Strong sweet licorice (Rated 10/10).

**Plant:**  

**R = 10 / P = 10**

---

**Blanc Double de Coubert**  
**Flower:**  
Nearly continual production of large clear pure white semi-double flowers with about 30 petals. Repeat bloomer. Saturated with sweet rose fragrance.  

**Plant:**  

**R = 10 / P = 10**

---

**Moje Hammarberg**  
**Flower:**  
Reddish-violet, medium-large, double flowers with 20 to 25 petals. Repeat bloomer. (Fragrance rating 0/10). Floriferous bloomer.

**Plant:**  
Perfectly disease resistant but much more compact, rounded habit. Blooms even in the heat. Zone 3.  

**R = 10 / P = 10 / B = 10**

---

**Persian Yellow**  
**Flower:**  
Small, double, vibrant dark yellow blooms, borne in clusters. 20 to 25 petals. Springtime bloomer only. (Fragrance rating 0/10).

**Plant:**  

**R = 10 / P = 10 / B = 10**

---

**Purple Pavement**  
**Flower:**  
Medium, semi-double, reddish-purple flowers with a strong spice fragrance (Rated 10/10). Near 15 petals. Blooms in the springtime only.

**Plant:**  

**R = 10 / P = 10 / B = 10**

---

52 Rugosa & Foetida Roses
**Frau Dagmar Hartopp**  
**Rugosa • Non-Patented**  
**Flower:** A profusion of medium-sized, single, shimmering silvery pink, 5-petaled flowers. Repeat bloomer with a mild fragrance (Rated 1/10).

**Plant:** Very dwarf, rounded, compact grower. Wonderful hardy shrub good for Zones 3 to 9. Demands very little work. Attractive fall color & red hips in the fall. Drought resistant.  
\[ R = 10 / P = 10 / B = 10 \]

**Hansa**  
**Rugosa • Non-Patented**  
**Flower:** Large, full, vibrant violet-red flowers with about 30 petals. Very spicy clove fragrance (Rated 10/10). Repeat blooms throughout season. To Zone 8.  
\[ R = 10 / P = 10 \]

**Rosa rugosa**  
**Rugosa • Non-Patented**  
**Flower:** Big single deep blue-pink flowers with yellow tufted stamens and 5 petals. Blooms in the springtime & sporadically throughout summer. Moderate rose fragrance (Rated 5/10).

**Plant:** Medium/Bushy & very round clean plants are covered in deep green quilted leaves. Hardy & tolerant to salt sea conditions. Bright red hips in fall. Good for northern coasts. Zone 2 to 8.  
\[ R = 10 / P = 10 / B = 10 \]

**Rosa rugosa 'Alba'**  
**Rugosa • Non-Patented**  
**Flower:** Medium-large, single 5-petaled white flowers with yellow tufted stamens. Blooms in springtime & sporadically throughout summer. Moderate rose fragrance (Rated 5/10).

**Plant:** Medium/Bushy & very round clean plants are covered in deep green quilted leaves. Hardy & tolerant to salt sea conditions. Bright red hips in fall. Good for northern coasts. Zone 2 to 8.  
\[ R = 10 / P = 10 / B = 10 \]

**Snow Pavement™**  
**Rugosa • Non-Patented**  
*Snow Pavement* is a re-blooming rose with good vigor, disease resistance, and strong clove fragrance. Typically grows to 2 ½’ tall with a dense, upright, slightly spreading, rounded growth habit. A proven performer in beds or borders or along paths and sidewalks as low hedges. Double flowers open blush pink, gradually changing to white, and repeat bloom throughout the summer into autumn. Showy rose hips appear in autumn. Healthy green foliage is very tolerant of salt in coastal locations and where winter salt is used along roads and driveways. Can be grown from Zone 3 all the way to 9!

**Flower Color:** Blush pink fading to white.  
**Height/Habit:** Rounded, upright habit, 2 ½’ to 3 foot tall x 3 ft wide.  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium-sized, semi double flowers.  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season.  
**Fragrance:** Strong clove (Rated 10/10).  
**Cut Flower:** No.  

**New for 2025**

**Therese Bugnet**  
**Rugosa • Non-Patented**  
**Flower:** Large, full long lilac-pink buds open to large overly scented blossoms. Repeat bloomer. 35 to 40 petals. Moderate spicy (Rated 5/10).

**Plant:** Medium-sized, round & shrubby plant is very hardy and covered with quilted blue-green grey-leaves of unsurpassed disease resistance. Avoid chemical sprays. Zone 3 to 8.  
\[ R = 10 / P = 10 / B = 10 \]
Belinda's Blush™
Medium Shrub • cv. BBARE • Pat.#27,244

You’ll experience love at first blush with the huge, apple pink blooms of this nearly thornless shrub rose. Globular blooms packed with twenty-five to forty petals on each bloom, spread three inches across. Bred for their disease resistance and prolific blooms, this creamy, light pink color, touched with yellow undertones, has a moderate raspberry-like fruity fragrance.

**Flower Color:** Cream with light pink blush
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright & bushy
**Bloom/Size:** Full, ruffled & very double / Medium size, 3 to 3 1/2" diameter, mostly single (45 to 50 petals)
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
**Fragrance:** Moderate fruity (Rated 5/10)
**Cut Flower:** No

**Fragrance Rating:**
- Low
- Medium
- High

**Rust Tolerance:**

**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:**

**Downy Mildew Tolerance:**

**Black Spot Tolerance:**

Bonica®
Medium Shrub • ®

A clean & showy low-care rose that’s a proven performer in the landscape—it’s the first shrub to win the AARS award. It has several good qualities: vigorous, easy to grow, bushy and full of very disease-resistant foliage, hardy in harsh climates. Provides clusters of ruffled pink blooms with a sweet scent of fresh-cut apples. Zone 6.

**Flower Color:** Pure pink
**Height/Habit:** Compact, bushy / Spreading 3 to 4 ft, tall & slightly wider
**Bloom/Size:** Small, very double (35 to 40 petals)
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season
**Fragrance:** Slight (Rated 1/10)
**Cut Flower:** No
**Zones:** Hardy 4 to 9

**Rust Tolerance:**

**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:**

**Black Spot Tolerance:**

Hope for Humanity
Medium Shrub • Non-Patented

Flower:
Medium-sized flowers of velvet dark red, in large clusters, 20 to 25 petals. Slight rose fragrance (Rated 1/10). Repeat bloomer.

Plant:
Medium-tall height with a bushy & upright habit. Zone 3b to 7.

Nearly Wild
Medium Floribunda/Shrub • Non-Patented

Flower:
Medium-small, single pink flowers in clusters with 5 petals. Slight apple fragrance (Rated 1/10). Repeat bloomer.

Plant:
Medium-sized plant with a compact, bushy & rounded habit.

P = 9

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot

P = 6 / B = 6

54 Ownroot Shrub Roses
**Cosmic Clouds™**
Large Shrub/Climber • cv. WEKblufstow • PP16863

With magenta-purple flowers offering up a cloud-white reverse, *Cosmic Clouds* shows off a different color combination at every angle and adds intrigue as well as volume to the rose garden. *Cosmic Clouds* can be trained as a climber in Zones 8 to 10, and in colder zones, it performs wonderfully as a large shrub. Flowers appear in medium or large clusters, grouped in sets of three to ten blooms. Extremely full, each rose blossom is packed with over 75 petals and opens up to three inches in size. *Cosmic Clouds* is a fragrance fan’s dream, with a strong, fruity scent that lasts in the vase. This rose fights off Powdery Mildew, Downy Mildew, and Rust with ease.

**Flower Color:** Magenta-purple fading deep purple with white reverse.

**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall sized plant with a bushy upright moderately spreading habit. Long stems covered with medium glossy green foliage.

**Bloom/Size:** Large clusters of full, globular, cupped & very double, medium-sized flowers of 2 to 3 inch diameter. 70 to 85 petals.

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season.

**Fragrance:** Strong fruity (Rated 10/10).

**Cut Flower:** No.

**Rust Tolerance:**
- Low
- Medium
- High

**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:**

**Downy Mildew Tolerance:**

**Black Spot Tolerance:**

---

**Double Knock Out®**
Medium Shrub • cv. RADko • Pat. #16,202

This sister seedling of the famed *Knock Out* has some sisterly similarities - same great black spot resistance, same deep pink color & similar grey-green foliage. Yet, as is often the case with sisters, there are those all-important differences to tout - a few more petals & a more compact rounded habit. Zones 5 to 11.

**Flower Color:** Deep pink / Light red

**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded

**Bloom/Size:** Medium-small / Double (15 to 20 petals)

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

**Fragrance:** None (Rated 0/10)

**Cut Flower:** No

**Zone:** Hardy 5 to 11

**Rust Tolerance:**

**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:**

**Black Spot Tolerance:**

---

**Oranges 'n' Lemons**

Medium Shrub • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Medium-large, full, flowers of brilliant orange striped yellow with 30 to 35 petals. Repeat bloomer.

**Plant:** Tall plant with arching canes of 6 to 8 feet.

**Outta the Blue**

Medium Shrub • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Medium-large, double, multi-toned, magenta to lavender-blue flowers with 25 to 30 petals borne in clusters. Repeat bloomer with a strong clove & rose fragrance (Rated 10/10).

**Plant:** Medium-sized plant with an upright to slightly rounded plant.

---

R = 10 / P = 10 / B = 2

**Ownroot Shrub Roses** 55
Easy on the Eyes™
Medium Shrub • cv. WEKsweechy • Pat.#29,984

Pleasant to look at? Attractive? Good looking? Oh yeah! All of those describe this member of the Easy-To-Love® rose collection. Decades of hybridizing to enlarge the magenta purple eye to its current size has resulted in an extremely novel color combo with the lavender pink flower coloration. The term floriferous falls short when talking about the number of flowers covering the entire rounded plant. There are so many flowers held in large clusters that you can barely see the lovely clean dark green and glossy foliage. Rest assured of the foliage’s presence. We raised the bar on ‘DISEASE RESISTANCE’, assuring that the plant will stay well-dressed during the growing season. The moderate citrus-like & spices fragrance completes the seduction and guarantees a premium spot in the garden of whichever state you live in!

**Flower Color:** Medium pink / Magenta purple heart

**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded & bushy

**Bloom/Size:** Semi-double, medium small in clusters (15 to 20 petals)

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

**Fragrance:** Strong citrus-like & spices (Rated 10/10)

**Cut Flower:** No

**Zone:** Hardy 3b to 9

**Rust Tolerance:**
Low
Medium
High

**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:**

**Downy Mildew Tolerance:**

Edith’s Darling®
Small Shrub • cv. WEKkaliuchi • Pat.#18,124

*Edith’s Darling* is a true old-fashioned soft apricot gold gem of a flower. Although diminutive in size, with a short, compact & bushy habit, rest assured that *Edith’s Darling* is perfect to fill a border or confined spot in the landscape with a great flowering show of full-sized blooms with long lasting coloration. This darling of a rose exudes a strong fresh cut apple and fruity perfume perfect for bouquets. Now use your clippers to bring some blooms into the house to create a warm and fragrant ambiance around the dining table!

**Color:** Soft apricot gold with lighter edge

**Height/Habit:** Short/ Upright & bushy

**Bloom/Size:** Old fashioned & very full/ Medium, around 2 1/2-3 inch diameter (50 to 65 petals)

**Fragrance:** Strong fresh cut apple and fruity

**Rust Tolerance:**
Low
Medium
High

**Powdery Mildew Tolerance:**

**Downy Mildew Tolerance:**

Pillow Fight
Small Shrub • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Small, full, bright white flowers borne in clusters. Honey & rose fragrance (Rated 5/10). Repeat bloomer & a good cut flower.

**Plant:** Medium-sized plant with a rounded, bushy habit.

The Fairy
Small Shrub/Polyantha • Non-Patented

**Flower:** Small pastel pink flowers in clusters with 20 to 25 petals. Mild apple fragrance (Rated 1/10). Repeat bloomer.

**Plant:** Medium-sized plant with a slightly cascading habit.

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot
Forever and Ever® Pink
Shrub • cv. WKNeflosprīf • ®

This rose produces wave after wave of multi-petaled flower heads, even in part-shade. Each ombre-hued flower begins its journey as a deep pink bud, and then blooms into a beautiful pastel pink with a yellow center. These roses are fragrant, too, with a classic tea scent to delight guests and attract pollinators. The flowers don’t entirely steal the show, though: Forever and Ever also offers shiny, deep-green foliage with exceptional resistance to disease. These roses bring timeless beauty to your garden, without the need to spend “forever” pampering them!

Flower Color: Medium pink
Height/Habit: Low / Bushy & spreading
Bloom/Size: Deco & single / Small, around 1 1/2 to 2 inch diameter, in large clusters (5 to 7 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Mild tea (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: No
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season

![Rust Tolerance:](image)
![Powdery Mildew Tolerance:](image)
![Black Spot Tolerance:](image)

Home Run®
Medium Shrub • cv. WEKchibako • Pat.#18,552

This flame-red offspring of the famous Knock Out kicks the competition up a notch when it comes to disease resistance. Home Run has a phenomenal fortitude against the dreaded black spot and is completely resistant to powdery mildew & has a higher level of tolerance to downy as well. Rounded, bushy, fast-to-flower and nearly always in color. A grand slam in both the landscape and a container. Deepest red in cool temps.

Flower Color: Showy flame red
Height/Habit: Medium / Bushy & rounded
Bloom/Size: Medium, single (5 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Slight (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: No

![Rust Tolerance:](image)
![Powdery Mildew Tolerance:](image)
![Downy Mildew Tolerance:](image)
![Black Spot Tolerance:](image)

Winnipeg Parks
Medium Shrub • Non-Patented

Flower:
Medium-sized, double, cupped flowers of deep pink with red shading. 22 petals. Repeat bloomer.

Plant:
Medium-sized, bushy, upright plant. Zones 3 to 7.

P = 10 / D = 4 / B = 2
**In Your Eyes®**

Shrub • cv. WEKfybomeba • ®

Thanks to this beautiful rose’s parentage (a cross from a shrub rose and a Persian huthemia), *In Your Eyes* is diamond-tough, disease-resistant, and wildly prolific. The big clusters of blooms actually starts cream-yellow with a red eye and matures to lavender with a purple eye, but as each bloom appears and matures in its own time, the clusters will be fascinatingly multi-colored from spring to fall. *In Your Eyes* shrub rose also boasts a fragrance that is mild and fruity.

**Flower Color:** Yellow with a burgundy-red eye, fades to light lavender-pink with a deep purple eye

**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded & bushy

**Bloom/Size:** Decorative & single / Medium-small, around 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 inch diameter, in medium-sized clusters (5 to 6 petals)

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

**Fragrance:** Moderate fruity with spices (Rated 5/10)

**Cut Flower:** No

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powderly Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>•••••••••</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downy Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>•••••••••</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td>•••••••••</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Knock Out®**

Medium Shrub • cv. RADrazz • ®

This break-through shrub is a forerunner of truly disease-free easy roses in our gardening future. So even the most unwilling gardener can now enjoy our national flower. Round, bushy and well-behaved, this gem will perk up the landscape with lots of bright cheery single flowers and loads of nearly blue-green leaves. More red in cool weather. Appreciates a light pruning. Zone 5 to 11.

**Flower Color:** Light red to deep pink

**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded, bushy

**Bloom/Size:** Medium / Single (5 to 7 petals)

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

**Fragrance:** None (Rated 0/10)

**Cut Flower:** No

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powderly Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>•••••••••</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downy Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>•••••••••</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td>•••••••••</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Party Hardy™**

Large Shrub • cv. DARCandar • Pat.#21,449

It’s a ‘party’ cause of the big old-fashioned bright pink blooms that arrive in showy clusters. It’s ‘hardy’ because it was bred in Canada & has proven to be perfectly adapted for harsh winters. Actually it prefers those conditions without winter protection in Zone 3! The shrubby full plant keeps its clean green foliage to the ground, growing like mad as a result. It’ll stand head & shoulder above the other roses in very cold winter climates.

**Flower Color:** Deep pink with a lighter reverse

**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright to slightly spreading

**Bloom/Size:** Medium / Large clusters (Over 40 petals)

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

**Fragrance:** Slight apple (Rated 1/10)

**Cut Flower:** No

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powderly Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>•••••••••</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downy Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td>•••••••••</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

R = Rust • P = Powderly Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot
Pink Double Knock Out®
Medium Shrub • cv. RADikopink • Pat.#18,507

This color sport of the famous, Double Knock Out, gives you all the same qualities but in a softer gentler color for the landscape. Everything’s identical—flower size & form, petulance, floriferousness, bushy habit, fragrance, hardiness and, most importantly, the same resistance to black spot. Zone 5 to 11.

Flower Color: Medium flat pink
Height/Habit: Medium / Bushy & Rounded
Bloom/Size: Medium-small / Double (15 to 20 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: None (Rated 0/10)
Cut Flower: No
Zone: Hardy Zones 5 to 11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pink Freedom™
Medium Shrub • cv. WEKpumpahor • Pat.#31,932

Beauty and versatility go hand in hand with this lovely rose. Depending on how it is pruned, Pink Freedom will easily adapt to borders, can create a wonderful focal point planting, or grow into a delightful flowering hedge. Plus, no matter how it is used, you’ll be presented with an abundance of stunning 3 ½” blooms that are perfect for cut-flower arrangements. Pink Freedom roses open fully to exhibit an old-fashioned form and sunny yellow throats. They are very easy to grow and attract butterflies to the landscape for an extra touch of charm.

Flower Color: Medium pink
Height/Habit: Compact, bushy plant with an upright somewhat spreading habit. Medium-sized stems with dark glossy foliage
Bloom/Size: Small clusters of medium-sized, decorative & semi-double flowers of around 2 ½ to 3 ½ inch diameter. 10 to 15 petals
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Slight fruity (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: No

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downy Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pink Knock Out®
Medium • Shrub cv. RADcon • Pat.#15,070

This color sport of Knock Out is a kinder, gentler color and is a less glaring medium pink toned version of the famous Knock Out. All the same great plant qualities—rounded habit, single flower form & black spot resistance. Truly black spot resistant. Some powdery mildew. Hardy Zones 5–11.

Flower Color: Medium pink
Height/Habit: Medium / Rounded, bushy
Bloom/Size: Medium, single (5 to 7 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: None (Rated 0/10)
Cut Flower: No

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rust Tolerance:</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Powdery Mildew Tolerance:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Spot Tolerance:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Sultry Night™
*Shrub • cv. WERosypaute • PPAF*

*Sultry Night* features large flowers in magenta pink with hints of blue. Each petal has a lighter reverse, adding a mystical shine to this shrub rose and an unforgettable hue to the garden. While the flower size of this shrub rose is smaller than the bloom size of Floribunda roses, clusters of eight to fifteen large blooms open at once for a fairytaile display of color. Resistant to powdery mildew and rust, this magical rose shrub will have you spellbound.

**Flower Color:** Magenta fading magenta-purple with lighter reverse

**Height/Habit:** Medium-small / Bushy rounded

**Bloom/Size:** Old-fashioned, cuppy & very double / Medium, around 3 inch diameter, in medium sized clusters (60 to 100 petals)

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

**Fragrance:** Moderate sweet grapefruit (Rated 5/10)

**Cut Flower:** No

---

Sunny Knock Out®
*Medium Shrub • cv. RADsunny • Pat. #18,562*

It wouldn’t bear the famous trademark, unless it carried the same great black spot resistance. In roses, deep lasting yellow color is going to be difficult to genetically combine with cleanliness. Yet Sunny gives a good effort with loads of yellow buds that pop open to white single flowers on a full bushy rounded plant. Appreciates a little afternoon shade. Zone 4 to 11.

**Flower Color:** Pale yellow-white

**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded & compact

**Bloom/Size:** Medium, single (5 to 7 petals)

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

**Fragrance:** Slight (Rated 1/10)

**Cut Flower:** No

**Zone:** 4 to 11 (Hardy Zones 6 to 11)

---

Take It Easy®
*Medium Shrub • cv. WERYoopedko • Pat. #26,816*

Take It Easy, relax and enjoy life! You won’t have much work to do in the garden after planting this new rose for which natural disease resistance is a true statement. The dark green, shiny & healthy foliage is the perfect background to showcase the many blooming buds and flowers. Of a classic red color, this dynamite of a rose has ideal pointy and very elegant buds. The red coloration doesn’t go too pink or blue as the petals are falling away. A touch of lighter pink on reverse lights up the show of this blooming ‘machine’. And that’s not all! The plants excelent vigor and the naturally self maintained habit are other reasons why you can Take It Easy!

**Flower Color:** Red with lighter reverse with a white eye

**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright & bushy

**Bloom/Size:** Medium / Globular, cuppy (15 to 25 petals)

**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season

**Fragrance:** Slight tea (Rated 1/10)

**Cut Flower:** No

---

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot

---
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Top Gun™
Medium Shrub cv. WESmorialh • Pat.#29,699

Top Gun – The Best of the Best. That’s a true statement as this variety has excellent ‘DISEASE RESISTANCE’ to major rose diseases. Just this fact alone makes it a very good new introduction for the landscape. But, with the added resistance to Rose Rosette Disease, it’s truly the Best of the Best. In multiple years of trials throughout the Eastern United States, Top Gun came out standing proud untouched by Rose Rosette where most other varieties showed symptoms of infection. That’s quite amazing! The top-ranked variety is also a high performer when it comes to bloom production. The rounded bushy well-behaved plant produces vigorous stems ending with clusters of long-lasting dark red flowers. For top flowering performance in the garden and outstanding clean foliage in most climates, look no further than Top Gun!

Flower Color: Red with a dark suffused with burgundy
Height/Habit: Medium / Rounded & bushy
Bloom/Size: Semi-double / Medium, 2½ to 3 inch diameter, in small clusters (About 10 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Moderate fruity (Rated 6/10)
Cut Flower: No

Low Medium High

Rust Tolerance:
Powdery Mildew Tolerance:
Black Spot Tolerance:

Watercolors Home Run®
Medium Shrub cv. WELSolecibarko • Pat.#28,656

The ever-changing yellow gold blushing pink flowers of the new player complete the lineup. Now we have a Major League All-Star team. Like in humans, there are similarities amongst family members in plants. The Home Run varieties are well known for their ‘NATURAL DISEASE RESISTANCE’, well-behaved rounded habit and excellent flower production lasting from spring well into fall. And you’ll get all that with Watercolors Home Run! Nearly always in color with its big clusters, why don’t you enjoy the Seventh-inning stretch to relax and let this rose be the MVP of your garden!

Flower Color: Yellow-gold with pink blush
Height/Habit: Medium / Rounded & bushy
Bloom/Size: Single / Medium-small, around 2½ to 3” diameter, in large clusters (5 to 8 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Moderate spices & cinnamon (Rated 5/10)
Cut Flower: No

Low Medium High

Rust Tolerance:
Powdery Mildew Tolerance:
Downy Mildew Tolerance:
Black Spot Tolerance:

White Knock Out®
Medium Shrub cv. RADwhite • Pat.#20,273

White Knock Out redefines flower power. It will never stop blooming in the mildest area of the country, and the contrast between the deep dark, almost black foliage and the abundance of cream white flowers is staggering. Very compact and extremely disease resistant.

Flower Color: White
Height/Habit: Medium/Bushy & compact
Bloom/Size: Single, 3½” in diameter (4 to 8 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Slight citrus (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: No

Low Medium High

Powdery Mildew Tolerance:
Playful Happy Trails™
Groundcover • cv. WEKrahatjaco • Pat.#33,323

Boasting a brand new coloration for its type, this sophisticated groundcover rose bears rich red blooms, each accented by a creamy white center. With a darker hue than has been seen in the Happy Trails series, Playful is sure to become a popular choice for covering bare sites in woodland gardens, landscape beds and along sunny front borders. Self-cleaning flowers have an old-fashioned rose appearance and emerge all summer long, emitting a light tea fragrance throughout the area. Like its predecessors, this newcomer is easy to grow and requires little maintenance or special care.

Flower Color: Medium red with large yellow eye zone
Height/Habit: Low / Trailing & spreading
Bloom/Size: Decorative & single / Small, 1 to 1 ½" diameter, in small clusters (5 to 7 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Slight Tea (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: No
Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High
Black Spot Tolerance: Low Medium High

Rainbow Happy Trails™
Groundcover • cv. WEKsurdica • Pat.#28,655

"Somewhere over the rainbow", you'll fall in love with this treasure of a rose! The valuable gold comes in the form of beautiful flowers of vibrant yellow-gold blushed with pink on the edges of the petals. This is not just a one-time wonder as the flowers are abundantly produced throughout the year. Like the everlasting glitter of gold, the flowers are non-fading, holding their coloration until the petals drop. The habit of this vigorous good luck charm is neither rounded like a pot nor square like a treasure chest. As a true Groundcover with a trailing & spreading habit, the branches stay low to the ground to spread the rainbow throughout the garden.

Flower Color: Yellow-gold / Dark pink to light red blush
Height/Habit: Low/Trailing & spreading
Bloom/Size: Double, decorative & cuppy / Medium-small, around 2 to 2 ½", in medium-sized clusters (20 to 30 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Mild tea & fruity (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: No
Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High
Black Spot Tolerance: Low Medium High

Red Ribbons
Groundcover • Non-Patented

When it comes to bright glowing red Groundcover roses, this one's hard to beat. Nicely-sized showy flowers come in large clusters to drape over a wall or spill from a standard. Better yet, that killer color holds to the very end. Clean doubly-dark glossy green leaves round out the display on this super vigorous gem. Very consistent in all climates.

Flower Color: Bright lasting red
Height/Habit: Medium-low / Spreading
Bloom/Size: Medium, in large clusters (About 20 petals)
Re-Bloomer: Repeat blooms throughout season
Fragrance: Light (Rated 1/10)
Cut Flower: No
Rust Tolerance: Low Medium High
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: Low Medium High
Black Spot Tolerance: Low Medium High

R = Rust • P = Powdery Mildew • D = Downy Mildew • B = Black Spot
Sunset Happy Trails™

Buds begin in a light peach surrounding yellow centers, before fading to a stunning seashell pink color. Thanks to its everblooming nature and glossy green foliage, **Sunset Happy Trails** is an outstanding groundcover—just like the others in this collection. Try the members of the Happy Trails collection in rock gardens, on hillsides, or in hanging baskets. Excellent resistance to downy mildew, black spot, and rust make this a perfect low-lying coverage plant, even in troublesome areas.

**Flower Color:** Salmon fading to light pink  
**Height/Habit:** Low / Trailing & spreading  
**Bloom/Size:** Decorative & semi-double / Small, around 1 to 1 1/2 inch diameter, in clusters (around 10 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Mild tea with hints of spices (Rated 1/10)  
**Cut Flower:** No

Rust Tolerance: ![Low](Low.png) ![Medium](Medium.png) ![High](High.png)  
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: ![Low](Low.png) ![Medium](Medium.png) ![High](High.png)  
Downy Mildew Tolerance: ![Low](Low.png) ![Medium](Medium.png) ![High](High.png)  
Black Spot Tolerance: ![Low](Low.png) ![Medium](Medium.png) ![High](High.png)

Sunshine Happy Trails™

“Some trails are happy ones. It’s the way you ride the trail that counts.” In this case, ‘trails’ is a perfectly chosen word as it describes the plant growth very well. The vigorous and floriferous plants are neither rounded nor compact. They are spreading and trailing low to the ground like a true Groundcover rose should do. To get sunshine every day in your garden even on cloudy days, there’s no better choice than this rose! The cheerful flowers are produced in abundance even in the fall on medium-sized clusters. And if you need to leave a trail of fallen petals to mark your way, rest assured that you’ll be able to see them clearly because the petals of this delightful variety will hold a nice yellow coloration until the end.

**Flower Color:** Medium yellow to buttery gold  
**Height/Habit:** Low / Trailing & spreading  
**Bloom/Size:** Semi-double / Medium-small 3” in medium-sized clusters (15 to 20 petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** Moderate fruity (Rated 5/10)  
**Cut Flower:** No

Rust Tolerance: ![Low](Low.png) ![Medium](Medium.png) ![High](High.png)  
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: ![Low](Low.png) ![Medium](Medium.png) ![High](High.png)  
Downy Mildew Tolerance: ![Low](Low.png) ![Medium](Medium.png) ![High](High.png)  
Black Spot Tolerance: ![Low](Low.png) ![Medium](Medium.png) ![High](High.png)

White Meidiland®

Of the Meidiland gang, White is the more manageable Groundcover with the largest flowers. Heavily petaled pure white blossoms make a good repeat show even in warm climates. Old rose style on a sturdy plant. Glossy deep green foliage. Hardy. Best performer in mild climates.

**Flower Color:** Pure white  
**Height/Habit:** Spreading canes reach 4 to 5 feet  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium-large / Very full (40 plus petals)  
**Re-Bloomer:** Repeat blooms throughout season  
**Fragrance:** None (Rated 0/10)  
**Cut Flower:** No

Rust Tolerance: ![Low](Low.png) ![Medium](Medium.png) ![High](High.png)  
Powdery Mildew Tolerance: ![Low](Low.png) ![Medium](Medium.png) ![High](High.png)
Tree Roses

18” Patio Trees
18” Patio Trees are produced by budding our popular Patio roses and small Shrub varieties onto an 18” Dr. Huey trunk.

24” Patio Trees
24” Patio Trees use Floribunda and Shrub varieties budded onto a 24” trunk. 18” and 24” Patio Trees can fulfill your need for formal landscape accents in smaller spaces. Create special colorful containers by surrounding the trunk with flowering annuals.

36” Standard Trees
Standard Trees are husky two-year-old plants grown on a sturdy 36” rootstock. We offer a broad selection of popular varieties, unusual weeping types and new intros.

36” Two-fer™ Trees
Weeks’ 36” Two-fer™s are guaranteed to cause quite a clamor in your garden. Imagine the excitement of two colors of flowers on just one tree. We’ve carefully selected two different varieties that are perfectly balanced in flower size, floriferousness, foliage and habit to bud onto our sturdy 36” rootstock. A real attention-grabber!

See Price List for current variety and size availability
New for 2025

Angelic Veil™ (HT) 2
Easy Charmer™ (PA) 2, 74
Fly So High™ (CL) 3
In Love Again™ (HT) 4
Time After Time™ (FL) 4

Rose Awards

Our Best Cut Roses

All Dressed Up™ (HT) 6, 8, 71
All My Loving™ (HT) 7, 9
Distant Drums (FL) 6, 34
Easy Spirit™ (FL) 6, 37, 75
Fun in the Sun™ (GR) 6, 13
Honey Dijon™ (HT) 7, 15
Koko Loko™ (FL) 7, 11
Painted Porcelain™ (HT) 6, 23
Perfume Factory™ (HT) 7, 24
Pop Art™ (GR) 7, 25
Silver Lining™ (FL) 6, 65
Sweet Madame Blue™ (FL) 7, 45

Roses By Class

Hybrid Teas & Grandifloras 8–70
Floribundas 32–46
Climbers 47–51
Rugosas & Foetidas 52–53
Shrubs 54–61
Groundcovers 62–63
Patio Roses & Patio Climbers 64–67
Trees Roses 70

Roses By Alpha Order

About Face™ (GR) 8
Above All™ (CL) 47
All a Twitter™ (PA) 64
All Dressed Up™ (HT) 6, 8, 71
All My Loving™ (HT) 7, 9
America (CL) 47
Angel Face (FL) 32
Angelic Veil™ (SH/CL) 2
Anna’s Promise® (GR) 9
Arctic Blue™ (FL) 32
Austrian Copper (FT) 52
Barb Streisand (HT) 8
Be My Baby™ (PA) 64
Belinda’s Blush™ (SH) 54
Belinda’s Dream (FL) 32
Blanc Double deCoubert (RG) 52
Blaize Improved (CL) 47
Blue Girl (HT) 8
Bonica® (SH) 54
Brandy (HT) 9
Brilliant Pink Iceberg (FL) 33
Burgundy Iceberg (FL) 32
Heavenly Scented™ (HT) 15
Burst of Joy™ (FL) 33
Cécile Brunner (PA/CL) 48
Celestial Night™ (FL) 33, 71
Chantilly Cream® (HT) 10
Ch-Ching!™ (GR) 10
Chicago Peace (HT) 9
Chihuly™ (FL) 34
Children’s Hope® (PA/SH) 64
China Doll (FL) 33
Chris Evert (HT) 10
Chrysler Imperial (HT) 10
Cinco de Mayo™ (FL) 34, 74
Coffee Bean™ (PA) 65
Colorific™ (FL) 35
Cosmic Clouds™ (SH/CL) 55
Cupid’s Kisses® (PA/CL) 65
Cutie Pie™ (PA) 66
Diamond Eyes™ (PA) 66
Dick Clark (GR) 11
Distant Drums (FL) 6, 34
Don Juan (CL) 48
Doris Day (FL) 35
Double Delight (HT) 11
Double Knock Out® (SH) 55
Double Knock Out™ (SH) 58
Dream Come True™ (GR) 11
Drop Dead Red™ (FL) 36
Easy Does It™ (FL) 36
Easy Going™ (FL) 34
Easy on the Eyes™ (SH) 34
Easy Spirit™ (FL) 37
Easy To Please® (FL) 37
Ebb Tide® (FL) 38
Edith’s Darling® (SH) 56
Elizabeth Taylor (HT) 11
Falling in Love™ (HT) 12
Firefighter® (HT) 12
First Prize (HT) 12
Frida Kahlo® (FL) 39
Focus: Full Sail (HT) 13
Fun in the Sun™ (GR) 13
George Burns (FL) 35
Gingersnap (FL) 35
Good as Gold™ (HT) 13
Golden Opportunity™ (CL) 48
Golden Showers (CL) 49
Gourmet Popcorn (PA) 66
Hansa (RG) 53
Happy Go Lucky™ (GR) 14
Heirloom (HT) 14
Henry Fonda (HT) 15
Home Run® (SH) 57
Honey Dijon™ (HT) 15
Honor (HT) 15
Hope for Humanity (SH) 54
Hot Coca™ (FL) 39
Hot & Sassy™ (PA) 67
Hotel California (HT) 16
Iceberg (FL) 36
Iceberg (CL) 49
Ink Spots (HT) 16
In Love Again™ (SH) 4
In the Mood™ (HT) 16
In Your Eyes® (SH) 58
Intrigue (FL) 36
John F. Kennedy (HT) 17
Joseph’s Coat (CL) 50
Julia Child (FL) 40
Jump for Joy™ (FL) 40
Just Joey (HT) 17
Ketchup & Mustard™ (FL) 41
Koko Loko™ (HT) 11
Lady In Red™ (CL) 48
Lemon Drop (PA) 67
Let Freedom Ring™ (HT) 17
Life of the Party™ (FL) 42
Life’s Little Pleasures® (PA) 68
Livin’ Easy™ (FL) 42
Loving Love™ (HT) 16
Lucky Lass (CL) 48
Mallory® (HT) 48
Make Me Blush™ (HT) 18
Marilyn Monroe® (HT) 19
Mellow Yellow (HT) 18
Memorial Day™ (HT) 19
Midas Touch™ (HT) 19
Midnight Fire® (PA) 68
Miss America (CL) 47
Miss All-American Beauty (HT) 19
Miss Congeniality™ (GR) 20
Miss Manners® (GR) 20
Mister Lincoln (HT) 20
Moje Hammarburg (RG) 52
Moonstone® (HT) 21
Morning Glow® (FL) 43
Nearly Wild (SH) 56
Neil Diamond (HT) 21
Neptune™ (HT) 22
New Dawn (CL) 50
New Zealand (HT) 20
Oh My® (FL) 43
Oklahoma (HT) 21
Olympiad (HT) 21
Opening Night™ (HT) 22
Oranges ‘n’ Lemons (SH) 55
### Rose Collections

#### Home Run® Shrub Roses
- Home Run® (SH) ........................................ 57
- Watercolors Home Run® (SH) ......................... 61

#### Hulthemia Roses
- Easy on the Eyes™ (SH) ............................... 56, 74
- In Your Eyes™ (SH) .................................... 58

#### Iceberg Roses
- Brilliant Pink Iceberg (FL) ......................... 33
- Burgundy Iceberg (FL) ............................... 32
- Iceberg (FL) .................................................. 36
- Iceberg, Climbing (CL) ............................... 49

#### Knock Out® Rose Family
- Double Knock Out® (SH) ......................... 55
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**Easy Charmer™**

*Patio • cv. WEXalapidie • PPAF*

- Dark glossy green foliage with excellent disease resistance
- Cheery fuchsia-lavender blooms
- Strong citrus & fruity fragrance

**Color:** Fuchsia lavender  
**Height/Habit:** Tall for the class / Very even bushy upright & rounded.  
**Bloom/Size:** Cuppy old-fashioned, full & very double / Medium-large for the class, around 1½ to 2½ inch diameter, mostly in small clusters. 55 to 85 petals.  
**Fragrance:** Strong citrus & fruity.

---

**Cinco de Mayo™**

*Floribunda • cv. WEKcobeche • Pat.#21,709*

- Mysteriously colored & deliciously novel smoked lavender & rusty red-orange blend  
- Powerfully floral  
- Super-clean glossy-green foliage  
- Smokier when it's cool outside

**Color:** Smoky lavender & rusty red-orange blend  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium, in large clusters (About 25 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Light sweet apple

---

**Easy Does It®**

*Floribunda • cv. HARPegante • Pat.# 22,587*

- Large colorful clusters of delectable colors of mango orange, peach-pink & ripe apricot  
- Glossy green leaves,  
- Rounded bushy plant.  
- Disease resistant  
- Flowerful, fabulous and perfect in every climate

**Color:** Mango, peach & apricot blend  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium-large, double, ruffled (25 to 30 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Light fruity

---

**Easy on the Eyes™**

*cv. WEKvecheley • Pat.#29,984 • Medium Shrub*

- Hulthemia - Medium lavender pink blooms with a magenta purple heart  
- Strong citrus-like & spice fragrance  
- Floriferous, nearly covering the entire rounded plant  
- Lovely clean dark green and glossy disease resistant foliage

**Color:** Medium pink / Magenta purple heart  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Semi-double, medium small in clusters (15 to 20 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Strong citrus-like & spices
Easy Going  
* Floribunda  
  - Glossy bright green, black spot free foliage  
  - Scrupulous, golden peachy-yellow blooms  
  - Floriferous & very consistent in all climates  
  - Great in mass plantings  

**Color:** Golden peachy-yellow  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium-large, double (25 to 30 petals)  
**Fragrance:** None

---

Easy Spirit™  
* Floribunda • cv. WEKmeregadot • Pat.#30,120  
  - Classy, long-lasting, non-burning large white flowers with a cream base  
  - Perfectly formed buds and flowers hold their beauty throughout the life of the flower, making them great for bouquets  
  - Naturally disease resistant across the USA  
  - Upright compact plant with clean glossy green foliage  

**Color:** White with cream base  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright  
**Bloom/Size:** Spiraled, formal & double / Large, 3½ to 4½ in. diameter (30 to 40 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Mild tea

---

Easy To Please®  
* Floribunda • cv. WEKfawiibhyb • Pat.#29,467  
  - Multitude of classic spiraled fuchsia pink flowers with a lighter reverse  
  - Moderate clove fragrance  
  - Upright and vigorous high performing rose in multiple climates  
  - Disease resistance surpasses many landscape Shrubs  

**Color:** Fuchsia pink with lighter reverse  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright  
**Bloom/Size:** Decorative & double / Medium, around 2½ to 3 inch diameter, in small clusters (20 to 30 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Moderate clove/hints of cinnamon

---

Julia Child  
* Floribunda • cv. WEKvosostono • Pat.#18,473  
  - Even butter gold color  
  - Strong licorice candy & spice fragrance  
  - Perfectly rounded habit  
  - Very disease resistant super glossy leaves  
  - Consistent, hardy and floriferous in all climates  

**Color:** Butter gold  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Very rounded & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium / Very full, old fashioned (55 plus petals)  
**Fragrance:** Strong licorice candy & spice

---

Livin’ Easy®  
* Floribunda • cv. HARwelmoe • Pat.©  
  - Glossy green, black spot free foliage  
  - Prolific bloomer  
  - Scrupulous, showy, apricot-orange flowers  
  - Very consistent in all climates  

**Color:** Apricot-orange blend  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium-large / Double (25 to 30 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Moderate fruity

---

Take It Easy®  
* Medium Shrub • cv. WEKyospeko • Pat.#26,816  
  - Classic red color that’s not too pink, not too blue as the petals are falling away  
  - A touch of lighter pink on the reverse  
  - Dark green, shiny & healthy naturally disease-resistant foliage  
  - Excellent vigor & a naturally self-maintained habit  

**Color:** Red with lighter reverse / White eye  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium / Globular & cuppy (15 to 25 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Slight tea

---

*Garden Roses That are Easy-To-Grow, Easy-To-Care For, Easy-To-Love!*
Tree Roses

18” Patio Trees
18” Patio Trees are produced by budding our popular Patio roses and small Shrub varieties onto an 18” Dr. Huey trunk.

24” Patio Trees
24” Patio Trees use Floribunda and Shrub varieties budded onto a 24” trunk. 18” and 24” Patio Trees can fulfill your need for formal landscape accents in smaller spaces. Create special colorful containers by surrounding the trunk with flowering annuals.

36” Standard Trees
Standard Trees are husky two-year-old plants grown on a sturdy 36” rootstock. We offer a broad selection of popular varieties, unusual weeping types and new intros.

36” Two-fer™ Trees
Weeks’ 36” Two-fers are guaranteed to cause quite a clamor in your garden. Imagine the excitement of two colors of flowers on just one tree. We’ve carefully selected two different varieties that are perfectly balanced in flower size, floriferousness, foliage and habit to bud onto our sturdy 36” rootstock. A real attention-grabber!

See Price List for current variety and size availability
Elegant American Roses Inspired by Romantic English Roses

The Romance & Elegance Collection

All Dressed Up™

Lady In Red™

Edith’s Darling™

State of Grace™

Violet’s Pride™

Twilight Zone

Julia Child

Grande Dame™

Fun in the Sun™

Life of the Party™

Queen of Elegance™

Rosie the Riveter™

Pretty Lady Rose™

Celestial Night™

Love Song™

Happy Go Lucky™

Life's Little Pleasures™

The Romance & Elegance Collection - American Roses with English Style!
New for 2025
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**Easy Charmer™**  
*Patio • cv. WEKlapadie • PPAF*

- Dark glossy green foliage with excellent disease resistance
- Cheery fuchsia-lavender blooms
- Strong citrus & fruity fragrance

**Cinco de Mayo™**  
*Floribunda • cv. WEKcobefu • Pat.#21,709*

- Mysteriously colored & deliciously novel smoked lavender & rusty red-orange blend
- Powerfully flowerful
- Super-clean glossy-green foliage
- Smokier when it's cool outside

**Easy Does It®**  
*Floribunda • cv. HARpageant • Pat.# 22,587*

- Large colorful clusters of delectable colors of mango orange, peach-pink & ripe apricot
- Glossy green leaves,
- Rounded bushy plant.
- Disease resistant
- Flowerful, fabulous and perfect in every climate

**Easy on the Eyes™**  
*cv. WEKsewechefy • Pat.#29,984 • Medium Shrub*

- Hulthemia - Medium lavender pink blooms with a magenta purple heart
- Strong citrus-like & spice fragrance
- Floriferous, nearly covering the entire rounded plant
- Lovely clean dark green and glossy disease resistant foliage

---

**10 Exceptionally Disease Resistant Floribunda, Shrub & Patio Roses**  
*with Naturally Self-Maintained Habits, Colorful & Powerfully Floriferous!*

**Color:** Smoky lavender & rusty red-orange blend  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium, in large clusters (About 25 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Light sweet apple

**Color:** Mango, peach & apricot blend  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium-large, double, ruffled (25 to 30 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Light fruity

**Color:** Medium pink / Magenta purple heart  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Semi-double, medium small in clusters (15 to 20 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Strong citrus-like & spices
Easy Going

**Floribunda**

- Glossy bright green, black spot free foliage
- Scrumptious, golden peachy-yellow blooms
- Floriferous & very consistent in all climates
- Great in mass plantings

**Color:** Golden peachy-yellow  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium-large, double (25 to 30 petals)  
**Fragrance:** None

---

Easy Spirit™

**Floribunda** • cv. WEKmeredoid • Pat.#30,120

- Classy, long-lasting, non-burning large white flowers with a cream base
- Perfectly formed buds and flowers hold their beauty throughout the life of the flower, making them great for bouquets
- Naturally disease resistant across the USA
- Upright compact plant with clean glossy green foliage

**Color:** White with cream base  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright  
**Bloom/Size:** Spiraled, formal & double / Large, 3½ to 4½ in. diameter (30 to 40 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Mild tea

---

Easy To Please®

**Floribunda** • cv. WEKfawilyblu • Pat.#29,467

- Multitude of classic spiraled fuchsia pink flowers with a lighter reverse
- Moderate clove fragrance
- Upright and vigorous high performing rose in multiple climates
- Disease resistance surpasses many landscape Shrubs

**Color:** Fuchsia pink with lighter reverse  
**Height/Habit:** Medium-tall / Upright  
**Bloom/Size:** Decorative & double / Medium, around 2½ to 3 inch diameter, in small clusters (20 to 30 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Moderate clove/hints of cinnamon

---

Julia Child

**Floribunda** • cv. WEKvossatono • Pat.#18,473

- Even butter gold color
- Strong licorice candy & spice fragrance
- Perfectly rounded habit
- Very disease resistant super glossy leaves
- Consistent, hardy and floriferous in all climates

**Color:** Butter gold  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Very rounded & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium / Very full, old fashioned (5½ plus petals)  
**Fragrance:** Strong licorice candy & spice

---

Livin’ Easy®

**Floribunda** • cv. HARwelcome • Pat.  

- Glossy green, black spot free foliage
- Prolific bloomer
- Scrumptious, showy, apricot-orange flowers
- Very consistent in all climates

**Color:** Apricot-orange blend  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Rounded  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium-large / Double (25 to 30 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Moderate fruity

---

Take It Easy®

**Medium Shrub** • cv. WEKyoopedko • Pat.#26,816

- Classic red color that’s not too pink, not too blue as the petals are falling away
- A touch of lighter pink on the reverse
- Dark green, shiny & healthy naturally disease-resistant foliage
- Excellent vigor & a naturally self-maintained habit

**Color:** Red with lighter reverse / White eye  
**Height/Habit:** Medium / Upright & bushy  
**Bloom/Size:** Medium / Globular & cuppy (15 to 25 petals)  
**Fragrance:** Slight tea

---

*Garden Roses That are Easy-To-Grow, Easy-To-Care For, Easy-To-Love!* 75